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Lot 
Number Thumbnail Title Description Starting 

Bid

3001 R. JOHN WRIGHT.
MIB "Starlight" doll Made Exclusively for Modern Doll Collectors 28th 
Annual Convention, Las Vegas, NV, Stardust Resort and Casino, 
September 27 - 30, 2006. COL #211/300.

100

3002 R. JOHN WRIGHT. MIB 2003 16" Thomas Nast's "Santa Claus", 295/500. Condition: (1) 
corner of lid is split. 250

3003 R. JOHN WRIGHT.

MIB 1989-1994 Set of "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs"; RJW 
Poster. Snow White "Rags" 98/1000. "Sneezy" 98/2500. "Sleepy" 98
/2500. "Happy" 98/2500. "Dopey" 98/3500. "FRIGHTENED Dopey" 98
/250 (with COA). "Grumpy" 98/2500. "Doc" 98/2500. "Bashful" 98
/2500. Also - 1997 R. John Wright Dolls poster signed on LRC.

250

3004 R. JOHN WRIGHT. MIB 2008 Complete set of "Goldilocks & The Three Bears". 12" 
"Goldilocks" 228/350 and "The Three Bears" 228/350. 250

3005 MAGGIE 
IACONO.

10 1/2" MINT doll from the Maggie Iacono Luncheon at Longwood 
Gardens, Kennett Square, PA. No box. 100
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3006 R. JOHN WRIGHT. MIB 15" 2006 "Minnie Mouse" Mickey's Sweetheart. 37/500. 250

3007 ARTIST DOLL(S).

18" All original "Columbine #8" doll by artist Jan Galperin marked 
Galperin (copyright) 1992. Jan was the primary mold maker/sculptor 
for the Franklin Mint for over a decade. Then in the 1990's, she 
decided to make her own dolls. There were (4) individual molds. Each 
mold was supposed to be an edition of (12) but only made a 
maximum of (6) each. Doll has a porcelain shoulder head , arms and 
legs; cloth body. Stationary glass eyes, mohair wig. Condition: age 
discoloration on clothing

50

3008 ARTIST DOLL(S).
Pair of dolls. 9" Dolls by artist Linda Steele made for the 1987 UFDC 
Convention, Boston, MA. Mary was the souvenir doll and Lewis was 
the companion doll.

25

3009 ARTIST DOLL(S).

10" All original one-of-a-kind "911" "Speaks To Our Losses From The 
September 11 Attacks" by artist Linda Furnish Kolman, Winter Springs, 
FL. This piece represents the mother of all the victims of 911. The 
block she is sitting on and the one inscribed with the words of Dr. 
Martin Luther King are symbolic of the Twin Towers. Artist hoped to 
embody in this piece, both the sense of tragedy and the patriotism 
that surfaced in our country on September 11, 2001.

50

3010 ARTIST DOLL(S).

17" All original "Sara #3" doll by artist Jan Galperin marked Galperin 
(copyright) '92. Jan was the primary mold maker/sculptor for the 
Franklin Mint for over a decade. Then in the 1990's, she decided to 
make her own dolls. There were (4) individual molds. Each mold was 
supposed to be an edition of (12) but only made a maximum of (6) 
each. Doll has a porcelain shoulder head, arms and legs; cloth body. 
Stationary glass eyes, mohair wig.

50

3011 ARTIST DOLL(S).

HITTY Lot. MIB 6 1/4" wooden doll by artist Judy Brown. Hitty No. 294
/300. 70th Anniversary Commemorative 1998 made by Collectible 
Concepts. 1929-1999. Comes with HITTY china tea set. 6 3/4" Wooden 
HITTY doll/clothing set, base. Comes with (12) full color "paper doll" 
outfits, all in a wooden HITTY box. 1997 Mehitabel. 6 1/4" Robert 
Raikes Collectibles doll in OB. Paper dolls - 1996 M. Michele Thorp.

100
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3012 ARTIST DOLL(S).

HITTY Lot. 6 1/4" 1998 Needle sculpted HITTY cloth painted doll by 
artist Theresa Maugham. 6 1/4" Porcelain shoulderhead HITTY doll 
signed Theresa/2000. Extra dress. 4 1/4" Wooden "ITTY BITTY" HITTY 
doll by Robert Raikes. 222/500. Doll is in HITTY bag. 1999 HITTY Pin by 
Prince Doll Studio, handcrafted by Karen Prince. 1998 HITTY Fan by 
MMichele Thorp. HITTY Figurine. 2 3/4" All bisque unmarked HITTY in 
velveteen frame with accessories.

100

3013 ARTIST DOLL(S).

LOT. Some of these items were souvenirs from UFDC/Regional/Club 
luncheons. 4 3/4" "Nanette French Confections" by artist Cathy 
Hanson, UFDC 2005, Philadelphia. 6 1/4" 2008 Porcelain Boy doll by 
artist Helga, Cape May, NJ. (3) Dolls made for Letitia Penn Doll Club, 
Philadelphia Christmas Luncheons - 7 1/2" 2013 Cloth doll by artist 
Cynthia DeHoff. 8" 2012 Porcelain "Lilette" by artist Pat Boldt. 4" Peg 
Wooden doll made for F. & J. Canins, Italy. 11 1/2" Duchess of Dollogy 
"Lady Rose" wax-over-porcelain doll by artist Lauren Welker, 
Mechanicsburg, PA. Made for "The Wedding Party" May 4, 2002, 
Dollogy Doll Club.

50

3014 ARTIST DOLL(S).

LOT. Pair of 11" 1770's style soldiers by artist Regina Steele. Paper 
with dolls states: "The Delaware Blues". Colonial Haslet's Delaware 
Regiment marched from Dover Green in July, 1776 to join General 
George Washington's troops in the war of American Independence. 
Also - 1973 Clothespin doll of the same soldier. Made by the doll club 
of Wilmington, DE.

25

3015 ARTIST DOLL(S).

Pair of dolls. 18" 1970's? "Pied Piper" doll by artist Faith Wick. #30
/100. Bisque head and hands. Molded/painted hair. Original hang tag 
from the John Wanamaker store, Philadelphia, $600.00. Also - 19" 
"Happy Hag" doll. Back of head marked Original (copyright) HAPPY 
HAG 1979 GARRARD Rosemarie Snyder 1982. Bisque head, hands and 
feet. Human hair wig. She is carrying an antique cardboard "black cat 
face" pumpkin (loss). Condition: age discoloration, loss on clothing.

50

3016 R. JOHN WRIGHT. The Winnie-The-Pooh Collection. MIB 10 1/2" "Eeyore". 628/1000. 50

3017 R. JOHN WRIGHT. The Winnie-The-Pooh Collection. MIB 7 1/2" "Tigger". 276/1000. 
Condition: loss on corner of clear top. 50
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3018 R. JOHN WRIGHT. The Winnie-The-Pooh Collection. 8" "Pooh" in OB. 1725/2500. 
Condition: age discoloration on box. Pooh is MINT. 50

3019 R. JOHN WRIGHT. The Winnie-The-Pooh Collection. MIB 9" "Roo" and "3" "Kanga". 904
/1000. Condition: loss on corner of clear lid. 50

3020 R. JOHN WRIGHT. The Winnie-The-Pooh Collection. MIB 4" "Pocket Owl". 0725/3500. 50

3021 R. JOHN WRIGHT. The Winnie-The-Pooh Collection. MIB 5 1/2" "Pocket Rabbit". 1045
/3500. 50

3022 RAVCA.

LOT. (8) Original cloth dolls - (7) 9"-9 1/2". Marked: Princess Grace 
Kelly's Monaco, France. Bourgeois. Made in France. Original Ravca 
Paris. Also - 8" marked Lavajarde? Condition: age loss, discoloration. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

25
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3023 RAVCA.
LOT. (8) Original cloth dolls 9"- 9 1/2". Marked Made in France, 
Original Ravca Paris. Condition: age loss, discoloration. (1) Doll is 
missing his clogs. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3024 RAVCA/TYPE.
LOT. Pair of original cloth dolls. 16" Male and 16 1/2" Female. Neither 
doll is marked. Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

50

3025 RAVCA.

LOT. (3) Original cloth dolls. 16" Male and 16 1/2" Female with 
baskets. Note on each basket reads: Belonged to Peggy Kelly (Grace's 
sister), Also - 17" Male. Provenance: it should be noted that the estate 
that this lot came from were personal friends of Princess Grace's 
family in East Falls, Philadelphia, PA. None of these dolls are marked. 
Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3026 RAVCA/TYPE.

LOT. Pair of original cloth dolls. 21" Male and (sitting) 18" Female. 
Male is carrying his feather duster. He has black leather shoes that are 
marked: Made in France, 13. Female is sitting on a wooden chair and 
knitting. She has wooden clogs, marked 8c. Neither doll is marked. 
Condition: Age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3027 RAVCA.

LOT. (4) Original dolls. This group were made by both Frances and 
Bernard Ravca. Frances - 9 1/2" Tagged Lady in blue dress. Unmarked 
9 1/2" Lady in burgundy dress. Unmarked 10 1/2" Lady in green dress. 
Bernard - Marked 7" Circus Clown. Condition: age loss, discoloration. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3028 BLACK DOLL(S).

15 1/2" Character Lady doll with papier mache shoulder head, 
stationary brown eyes, gray mohair wig, open/closed mouth. Cloth 
torso with papier mache arms/legs. Dressed in antique cotton print 
dress with matching bandana; cotton petticoat, pantaloons, socks. 
She is wearing glasses (lens cracked), ladies pocket watch. NO shoes. 
Condition: as stated. Light crazing, paint loss. Left hand has paint loss
/chip on palm. Age discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

150
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3029 BLACK DOLL(S).

LOT. (4) Nut head dolls. 5" Pecan head. 8 1/2" RARE Hazel nut? head 
Arkansas' "Little People" Circuit Rider with original tag on back. Pair of 
walnut head dolls - tagged 11" Loveleigh Novelty "Cotton Joe". 
Unmarked 10" Loveleigh Novelty? "Preacher". Condition: age loss, 
discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100

3030 BLACK DOLL(S).

LOT. (5) All original cloth dolls. 8 1/2" Tagged Norah Wellings. Pair of 
unmarked Island Ladies - 8 1/2", 1". 8" Tagged 1938 Waikiki Hawaiian 
doll. 14" Unmarked "Mammy" doll holding a white baby. Black cotton 
sateen body with painted features. Condition: age loss/discoloration. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3031 BLACK DOLL(S).

LOT. Pair of unmarked dolls. 10 1/2" Clown doll with papier mache 
shoulder head, stationary black glass eye, open/closed mouth, mohair 
wig. Excelsior stuffed cloth body. Papier mache lower arms, legs. All 
original cotton outfit. Condition: crazing, age loss, discoloration. 7 1
/2" (Hardened rubber?) Doll with prominent features, black yarn hair. 
Clothing appears original. Condition: left leg cracked/repaired. Both 
hands missing. Crazing. Age discoloration on clothing. 14" 1930's 
Effanbee "Lucifer" marionette designed by Virginia Austin. Original 
clothing. Condition: paint loss/wear. Loss on left hand. Age loss/ 
discoloration on clothing. Needs to be restrung. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

50

3032 BLACK DOLL(S).

Framed uncut cloth doll "Pickaninny". Dated: Patented July 5, 1892 
and October 4, 1892. Arnold Print Works, North Adams, MASS. Uncut 
pieces include front, back and bottom. Frame measures 22 1/2" x 29". 
Inside of mat measures 16 1/2" x 22 1/2". Condition: colors are very 
bright and clear. Some age discoloration on background.

50

3033
ANTIQUE DOLL
/CHILDRENS 
CLOTHING.

LOT. Doll - 11" white cotton dress. Children/Baby - (4) long white 
gowns with lace, eyelet, tucking detail. (1) Gown is rayon/silk. Child's 
pink wool mitts and long white cotton hand knit socks. Condition: age 
discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3033A
ANTIQUE DOLL
/CHILDREN'S 
CLOTHING.

LOT of Doll clothing. Cotton - (3) Petticoats, (2) bodices, nightgown, 
blouse, stripe skirt, 12" print dress. 14" Black velveteen coat. 15" 2 Pc. 
wool plaid outfit. 8" Taupe fitted jacket. (2) Hats, black cotton sateen 
parasol. Condition: some age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

50

3034
ANTIQUE DOLL
/CHILDRENS 
CLOTHING.

LOT. White cotton Doll clothing. (3) Panties/pantaloons. (2) Teddies. 
9" Petticoat. (6) Full petticoats 6 1/2" - 14". Long christening dress and 
long petticoat. (2) Long gowns 15"-16". 7 1/2" Dress. Condition: minor 
age discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25
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3035
ANTIQUE DOLL
/CHILDRENS 
CLOTHING.

LOT. White cotton Children/Baby clothing. Pair of long pantaloons. (2) 
Slips- (1) long, (1) short. (3) Short dresses, (2) medium length dresses 
and (2) longer gowns. Condition: minor age discoloration. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

25

3036

ANTIQUE DOLL
/CHILDRENS
/DOLL 
CLOTHING.

LOT. White cotton Children/Baby clothing. (7) Short dresses and (1) 
with pink smocking. (2) Medium length and (1) longer gown. (5) 
Shorter slips and (2) long slips. (2) Baby bibs. Doll - (2) nightgowns, 
teddy, bathrobe, full petticoat, pantaloons, organdy bonnet. 
Condition: minor age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3037

ANTIQUE DOLL
/CHILDRENS 
CLOTHING
/LINENS & MISC.

LOT. Linens - embroidered silk doll spread. (2) Misc. embroidered
/eyelet cotton pcs. (2) Fancy embroidered cotton/lace pillow covers. 
38" Round table cover with silk embroidery, 4" crocheted edge. 32" 
Round table cover with eyelet center, 8" lace edge. 9" Square Pillow 
with fancy top. Ladies' apron with crocheted detail. Crocheted 
handbag. Child's - cotton floral dress, dotted Swiss dress. Child's 
smocked pongee coat. Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

25

3038
NATIVE 
AMERICAN DOLL
(S).

LOT. (3) Skookum dolls - 6 1/2" (tagged and marked 1933, Running 
Bear.) The following (2) are unmarked. 9" Flying Bird and 10" male. (2) 
3" Papooses on Cradle Boards . These were mailers. ALSO - 1880's 
style metal Buffalo Bill toy cap? gun in fringed leather holster. 
Condition: age discoloration, loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3039
NATIVE 
AMERICAN DOLL
(S).

LOT. (3) Seminole dolls - 4", 4", 6", dated 1938. Pair of 4" nut head 
dolls dressed in leather - Warrior and female with papoose., dated 
1938. 2 1/4" Beaded doll and 3 1/4" beaded bag. 10" Unmarked cloth 
doll (Navajo?) with papoose. Pair of carved wooden dolls - Hopi 
cottonwood Kachinas, 3 1/2" (nose missing) and 4 1/2". Condition: as 
stated. Age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3040
NATIVE 
AMERICAN DOLL
(S).

LOT. Pair of unmarked dolls. 16" Female with cradle board on her back 
but NO papoose. 16 1/2" Male. Both dolls have painted leather faces, 
human hair wigs with long braids. All leather clothing and moccasins. 
Trimmed with beadwork, stone jewelry, snakeskin belts. ALSO - 3" T. 
painted drum with snakeskin trim. Condition: dolls are beautifully 
made. Loss on drum. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3041
NATIVE 
AMERICAN DOLL
(S).

LOT. 9" Unmarked Skookum doll. 3" Skookum papoose mailer. (4) 
Navajo dolls - 6 1/2" couple and 8" couple (hair loss). (2) Seminole - 
8", 11 1/2". (2) 6" Unmarked. ALSO - (3) Canoes/type: 5", 8", 17" and a 
17" kayak. Condition: as stated. Age loss, discoloration. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

25
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3042
NATIVE 
AMERICAN DOLL
(S).

LOT. (4) Original dolls with leather clothing, beautiful beadwork detail. 
(3) Have beaded features and human hair wigs. Pair - 13" male and 14
1/2" female with cloth bodies. 15" "Alaska" doll is all leather with 
painted "features", white fur trimmed clothing. 16" Doll has a German 
gusseted leather body but NO arms under sleeves. Condition: age loss, 
discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100

3043
NATIVE 
AMERICAN
/OTHER DOLL(S).

LOT. Native American - (6) dolls. 4 1/2" Hopi cottonwood Kachina doll. 
(3) 6 1/2" Skookum dolls (1-is marked). (2) Seminole dolls - 6 1/2",
10". ALSO - 6 1/4" clay? South American doll. (2) African dolls with 
beadwork detail 6 1/2", 8". Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot 
is being sold AS IS.

25

3044
NATIVE 
AMERICAN DOLL
(S)/ITEMS.

LOT. Dolls - 15" Carved wooden head with leather body. NO clothing. 
14" Cloth head with embroidered features, some clothing. 6" Jemez 
Pueblo "Storyteller" pottery doll. Misc. papooses. All bisque, 
clothespin (marked Albuquerque B. & P. W.), figurine, beadwork. 
Ponca cradleboard. Other items - 6" x 7" beaded purse. Cherokee 
Blessing burned onto a wooden board, ELF. Cherokee Prayer painted 
on a wooden board. Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

50

3045 MINIATURES.
LOT. 1950's Renwal, Allied, Ideal, MAR, ACME, unmarked furniture, 
accessories. Kitchen, nursery, bathroom, bedroom, dining room, office 
etc. Condition: items may have damage. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3046 MINIATURES.

LOT. Furniture - StromBecker in OB. Metal - Tootsie Toy, France, 
unmarked (damage). Arcade/type. Plastic accessories - ACME, Renwal, 
Commonwealth Plastic Co., unmarked. Solid brass accessories in OB. 
Glass dishes, cast iron, flatware, food stuffs, etc. Condition: as stated. 
Age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3047 MINIATURES.

LOT. Accessories - glassware, china, metal ware, figurines/decorating 
items, carded Miniature Kitchen Set (Germany), baskets, domes, 
animals, food stuffs, revolver in holster, holiday, buildings. Condition: 
age loss. this lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3048 MINIATURES.

LOT. Accessories - china tea sets, wooden dishes/candlesticks 
(Hungary), metal dishes, metal candlesticks, glass & china bowls, glass 
spoons (for salt?) Flatware. Mesh and leather purses. China head Low 
brow salt & pepper shakers. Condition: paint/age loss. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

25

3049 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

LOT. Flagg doll in OB. (2) Ragtime Bands in OB. Below Stairs cloth dolls 
by Anne Wilkinson in OB. Kussende Puppen in OB (damage). (2) Rewal 
dolls. German baby in basket. (7) Chenille Elfs. 6" Metal jointed doll 
tagged MAGASINS REUNIS Republique. Other misc. dolls. Condition: as 
stated. Age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25
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3050
MINIATURES
/DOLLS
/ANIMALS.

LOT. Dolls - German chalk/type immobiles. All bisques, wire strung. 
1977 Milton Emmert doll house doll by artist Rosemarie Snyder. Mini 
dolls in wooden boxes made in Guatemala, Central America. Animals - 
Antique camel mohair bear, fully jointed. (2) Wool ivory plush bears 
Made in East Germany. Beige plush bear. Plush dog marked: Made in 
Occupied Japan. Squeak toy (not in working order). Felt bear. Celluloid 
nodding elephant marked Made in Occupied Japan. Clear plastic ad 
for German celluloid toys. . ALSO - (4) glass doll baby bottles: IDEAL, 
Evenflo, unmarked. All have rubber nipples. Condition: age loss, 
discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3051
MINIATURES
/DOLLS
/ANIMALS..

LOT. Dolls - 1938 painted bisques, French felt dolls, 1936 all bisque 
Amish dolls (different sizes). Bunny doll figurine. NIPPON Sweetie. 
Cotton batting/papier mache dolls. Animals - fur covered dog with 
glass eyes. Plush terrier with glass eyes, Japan. Condition: age loss, 
discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3052 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

LOT. Miniatures - wooden Dairy Farm set in OB. German wagons 
(damage). Farm animals. Scissors. Cats, dogs. Purses. Dolls - all 
bisques, celluloid, wooden bead, novelty. (11) Pc. wooden band, all 
wearing a Native American feather headdress, Made in Italy (ANRI). 
Reproduction bisque dolls. Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot 
is being sold AS IS.

25

3053
MINIATURES
/DOLLS
/FURNITURE.

LOT. Dolls - novelty with parian heads. Figurines - (2) Pairs of bisque 
bride/grooms - Germany, Occupied Japan. Miniatures - (8) German tin 
bathtubs. Tin Singer sewing machine. Tin Cracker Jack toy. Arcade
/type cast iron furniture. Pewter display case. Wooden accessories, 
furniture. Larger scale - wooden sofa with velvet upholstery 12" L x 6" 
T. Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3054 MINIATURES
/FURNITURE.

LOT. Furniture - (wooden) slant front desk, chest of drawers. (4) Pcs. 
of Chinese style rosewood furniture. Larger scale - 3 drawer chest 11 1
/2" T x 8 1/2" W. Set back cupboard 10 1/2" T x 6 3/4" W. Miniatures - 
misc. china. Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

15

3055 MINIATURES.

LOT. Miniatures from the collection of and made by artist Regina 
Steele. (7) Domed/displayed items.Pair of peddler dolls. Blue Santa 
with bag of toys. Doll with wardrobe on card. Bears - Red Santa with 
bag of toys. Butterfly. Gray plush. Also, loose animals (including metal 
animals). 1973 Googly doll head pin signed Berdine. Domes/cases are 
3 1/2" - 66 1/4". Condition" 6 1/4" case is cracked on top.

25

3056 MINIATURES.

LOT. Miniatures from the collection of and made by artist Regina 
Steele. Holiday items. Pair of 7 1/2" green chenille Christmas trees 
decorated with glass beads, necklace chains, mini ornaments. Many 
toys around paper doily tree skirts. Each is in a separate dome - 9 1
/2", 12". ALSO, 10" Santa with sculpted head.

25
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3057 MINIATURES.

LOT. Miniatures from the collection of and made by artist Regina 
Steele. Lot of (3) "Teddy Bear Picnic" scenes. #1 September 1988 RAS. 
Music box plays "Love Makes The World Go Around". Bears go around 
in a circle when played. #7 November 1988 RAS. "Teddy Bears Picnic". 
Bears go around in a circle when played. Plexiglass covers are 7 1/2" T. 
x 6" x 7". September 4, 1988 plays "Happy Birthday". Bears are 
stationary. Dome is 6 1/2" T.

25

3058 MINIATURES
/ROOM BOXES.

LOT. Miniatures from the collection of and made by artist Regina 
Steele. Pair of wooden cigar boxes fitted with plexiglass fronts. "Sitting 
Room" dated Christmas 1979 and signed on back. Chair, table. Many 
framed photos/pictures on walls. Dog and metal cats on floor. Many 
little accessories. (BOSLER cigar box.) "Sitting Room" dated 4-25-83 
and signed on back. Rocking chair, pedestal table. Many framed 
photos on walls. Wrapped gifts on floor, chair and table. (BACCARAT 
cigar box.) Both boxes measure 7 1/2" or 8" T x 5 1/2" x 4".

25

3059 MINIATURES
/HOUSES.

LOT. Miniatures from the collection of and made by artist Regina 
Steele. Pair of houses. #2 House 7/25/82 R.A.S. measures: 6 1/2" T x 
5" W x 3 1/2" D. It opens to (2) floors; parlor and bedroom, both fully 
furnished. The second house is unsigned. It measures 9" T x 7 1/2" W 
x 5" D. It opens to (2) floors; parlor and bedroom, both fully furnished. 
Both houses have dolls and the larger one has a cat in each room.

25

3060 MINIATURES
/ROOM BOX.

LOT. Miniatures from the collection of and made/assembled by artist 
Regina Steele. "Formal Parlor". (2) Bisque dollhouse dolls. Portraits. 
"Marble" top tables covered with minis. Display table with paper 
weights. (2) Etegeres, glass front cabinet full of minis. Grande piano, 
sofa, chairs. Chandelier. Electrified. Box measurers 12" T x 20 1/2" W x 
12" D. This lot is being sold AS IS. **NOTE - IN HOUSE SHIPPING IS 
NOT AVAILABLE FOR THIS ITEM**

25

3061 MINIATURES
/ROOM BOX.

LOT. Miniatures from the collection of and made/assembled by artist 
Regina Steele. "General Store". (3) Dolls, inc. antique china Lowbrow, 
doll by artist Gehlhardt, male doll house doll. Many dry goods, fruit, 
candy, cooking supplies, canned goods, bakery items, cigars, etc. 
Electrified. Box measures 12 1/2" T x 20 1/2" W x 12" D. This lot is 
being sold AS IS. **NOTE - IN HOUSE SHIPPING IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR 
THIS ITEM**

25

3062 MINIATURES
/ROOM BOX.

LOT. Miniatures from the collection of and made/assembled by artist 
Regina Steele. "One Room House". (3) Artist dolls (inc. baby). Early 
American style furniture. Bed with quilt, dining table with many minis. 
Fireplace with cooking implements. (3) Long rifles and bearskin rug on 
wall. Electrified. Box measures 12 1/2" T x 20 1/2" W x 11 1/2" D. This 
lot is being sold AS IS. **NOTE - IN HOUSE SHIPPING IS NOT 
AVAILABLE FOR THIS ITEM**

25

3063 MINIATURES
/ROOM BOX.

LOT. Miniatures from the collection of and made/assembled by artist 
Regina Steele. "General Store". (5) Dolls inc, (2) by artist Gelhardt, 
corn husk, antique china Lowbrow and dollhouse doll. Many dry 
goods, yard goods, fruit, candy, canned goods, bakery items, toys, etc. 
Electrified. Box measurers 12 1/2" T x 20 1/2" W x 11 1/2" D. This lot 
is being sold AS IS. **NOTE - IN HOUSE SHIPPING IS NOT AVAILABLE 
FOR THIS ITEM**

25

3064 MINIATURES
/ROOM BOX.

LOT. "Piano Recital". (9) Dolls - (7) are porcelain and (2) are plastic 
made by Heidi Ott. Most of the porcelain dolls are wearing beautiful 
handmade silk dresses. Wooden furniture - piano, fully set table, 
Upholstered sofa, Victorian mantle. Box measures 10" T x 20" W x 13" 
D. Condition: plexiglass cover is cracked and has been repaired.
**NOTE - IN HOUSE SHIPPING IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR THIS ITEM**

50
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3065 SHADOW BOXES.

LOT. (5) Three dimensional framed doll pictures made by artist Regina 
Steele as gifts for her family. They are dated: Christmas 1971, (3) 
Christmas 1973, Christmas 1978. All different scenes. Wooden frames 
measure 6" x 5" and 7" x 6" and all are 2" D. Condition: some fading 
but still wonderful.

25

3066
MINIATURES
/DOLLS
/FURNITURE.

LOT. Contemporary and doll artist. Dolls - (17) porcelain, plastic (inc. 
Heidi Ott), other materials. Commercial and artist - Pat Boldt 2007, 
Lus? 2008. Furniture - Victorian/style wire, wicker. Misc. other. 
Clothing mannequins, accessories. Bear collection. Condition: age loss, 
discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3067 MINIATURES
/FURNITURE.

LOT. Antique metal furniture - (2) Cast iron stoves: EAGLE and ROYAL 
(loss). Tin wash stand with china wash bowl set. (4) Pc white metal set 
with pillows (loss). White metal stove. (2) Pcs. gray metal, (1) marked 
France (loss). Antique wood furniture - painted table/chair. Natural - 
table, chairs, turnk, bed, tall case clock, fireplace, sideboards, china 
closet, bureau. Condition: as stated. Age loss, discoloration. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

25

3068 MINIATURES.

LOT. Antique china, tinware, enamelware, flatware, framed items, 
linens, glass, wood, oil lamp/candles, cast iron telephone. Celluloid 
dresser set in OB. Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

25

3069 TOY(S).

1930's PLAYSKOOL PULLMAN A 756 Sleep-Dolly-Sleep. Metal case that 
resembles a train car with (2) windows on one side and fold down on 
back. Opens to reveal storage closet with green felt pads, pillows. 
Extra curtain. Main quarters show an upper bunk with pads, pillows, 
linens. Lower section has (2) seats with pads, removable table and (4) 
4" German painted bisque dolls. Privacy curtains. Condition: age loss 
on dolls; discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3070 TOY(S). MIB Marklin Ltd. Ed. Reproduction Carriage made for the UFDC 50th 
Anniversary Convention. 1949-1999. 50

3071 TOY(S).

LOT. Antique German Cardboard Stand-up Toys. All pieces are 
approximately 2 3/4"-3", color on each side and have wooden bases. 
Bagged lots - (7) Black Band. (7) Cats Working, Playing. (15) Native 
American Children. (11) Cat Band. (14) Misc. Circus. (43) Black 
Children and (2) extra bases. (11) Individual bags with pairs of Soccer 
Players. (22 pcs.) Soccer - (4) Balls, (15) misc. Players. (13) Misc. Farm 
Animals (that were used on train platforms in the 1950's). (1) 
Halloween Cat. Condition: age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25
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3072 TOY(S).

8" T. GUNTHERMANN FOXY GRANDPA. Painted tin figure with 
clockwork mechanism. Classic comic character from the early 20th c. 
When wound, he does splits and raises his arms. Condition: in good 
working order. Paint loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

250

3073 TOY(S).

6" T x 7" L GUNTHERMANN LADY PUSHING GOOSE IN CART. Painted 
tin with clockwork mechanism, the goose flaps its' wings as the Lady 
pushes the cart along. Condition: in good working order. Paint loss. 
Lady has been professionally/ beautifully restored. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

250

3074 TOY(S).

6 1/2" T BROWNIE POLICEMAN FIGURE. An unusual figure made of a 
plaster-like composition body with malleable metal arms and legs. 
This is an interesting piece. Condition: some age loss. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

50

3075 TOY(S).

13 1/2" (17" When the ears stand up.) All original OSWALD THE LUCKY 
RABBIT. Provenance - First released by Disney in 1927 as a theatrical 
cartoon character. Created by Walt Disney and Ub Iwerks. This RARE 
wind-up toy came out in the 1930's, produced by Universal Pictures 
Corp . It has the original cloth label on the stomach and hang tag 
reads: Darling Toddler, An Irwin Product. Body is covered with black
/orange cotton and cotton flannel. Mask face is velveteen. Black cloth 
shoes. Key on back turns but the mechanism which would allow 
Oswald from side to side, does not work. Condition: as stated. Age 
discoloration. Clothing does not appear to have any holes and is not 
torn. This lot is being sold AS IS.

250

3076 TOY(S).

HOWDY DOODY - An original owner lot. 16 1/2" Composition 
marionette with all original clothing, boots. Condition: brightly colored 
clothing. Paint chip on teeth, rubs on face. This item needs to be 
restrung. Owner's 1950's green cotton child's Howdy Doody hat with 
ear flaps. Condition: age discoloration, loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25
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3077 TOY(S).

LOT. (4) Character Items. (2) Popeyes - 11" West German wind-up toy 
with vinyl head and arms. When wound, he lifts his can of spinach 
towards his mouth. Marked 1969 K.F.S. Condition: in good working 
order. 13" Heavy vinyl strung figure marked Cameo K.F.S. Condition: 
needs to be restrung. He is missing his pipe. Age discoloration. Also - 
11 1/2" unmarked all wood jointed cartoon type character with 
oversized ears. Fur wig. 19" Unmarked all felt clown. Painted face, fur 
wig. Swivel neck, 5 pc. body. All wool clothing, hat. NO shoes. 
Condition: age discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3078 TOY(S).
15" Ca. 1890-1900 German Cart being pulled by a nodding donkey. 
Sitting on the cart are two elderly, bespectacled nodding passengers. 
Condition: some age discoloration, loss. Still a wonderful piece!

250

3079 TOY(S).

11 1/2" Unmarked German? Elderly lady sitting and holding an 
antique 4" Peg wooden doll. Lady has a carved wooden? head, 
painted features/hair. She has a prominent nose and slight smile. 
When you move the two pcs. of wood at base, it raises the Lady's 
arms with Peg wooden and her head bends down to kiss doll. 
Condition: age discoloration, loss on clothing. Doll may have had 
restoration. Peg wooden has loss on (1) leg. Replaced clothing. Toy is 
in good working order. This lot is being sold AS IS.

150

3080 TOY(S).

LOT. Misc. items representing Medical situations in WW I and II. 1) 
WW I Metal Hospital wagon marked HAUSSER Made in Germany with 
patient and nurse. Also, various metal and papier mache Nurses, 
Soldiers. (2) Pairs of men carrying an injured soldier on a stretcher. 
Condition: age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS. 2) Hospital room 
equipment. 8" L wire bed with linens and patient - 4" all bisque doll 
150. 0. Condition: head is cracked and both legs missing. 7" T. Painted
tin wash stand with china wash bowl set. 13" T Wooden medicine
closet with (3) glass sides, shelves. Little First Aid Kit in OB. Misc. items
you need for a medicine closet. Condition: as stated. This lot is being
sold AS IS.

50

3081 TOY(S).

LOT. Schoenhut Clown dressed in original clothing. Schoenhut Farmer. 
Condition: missing both feet and has No clothing. Schoenhut Lady 
Acrobat? Condition: NO clothing. ALSO - 9" papier mache Rolly Dolly 
Clown (unmarked). This may NOT be a Schoenhut item. Condition: 
repaint. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100

3082
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ANIMAL(S).

LOT. (3) Mohair items. 13 1/2" Tagged Schuco "TRICKY" brown mohair 
yes-no monkey. White mohair chin, apricot felt face, hands and feet. 
Condition: moth damage on feet. Pair of unmarked camel mohair 
bears. Both bears are fully jointed with swivel necks and are dressed 
in vintage clothing, shoes. 12" Bear has shoe button eyes, 
embroidered brown nose and non-working squeaker in back. 
Condition: mohair is VERY worn. Paws have been mended. 12" Bear 
has brown glass eyes, embroidered black nose and is missing (1) ear. 
He has a tiny HOHNER Made in Germany harmonica around his neck. 
Condition: as stated. Mohair is VERY worn. Excelsior is showing 
through right pad and left pad is missing. This lot is being sold AS IS. 
These bears were well loved!

50
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3083
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ANIMAL(S).

LOT. (4) Brown mohair Monkeys. Pair of 3 1/2" Schuco "Blecky" 
monkeys tagged Made in US Zone Germany, both in OB. #7305/9. 
When plunger on rear end is pushed, their tongues stick out. 
Condition: age loss on boxes. 4" Monkey with strung arms, rubber 
face. Condition: rubber hands and feet are missing. Arms need 
restringing. 12" Jointed monkey with camel felt face/ears, hands and 
feet. Sleep eyes. Condition: mohair is worn. Left leg/hip has become 
semi-detached as seam has come apart. Age discoloration on felt. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3084
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
/BEARS.

Pair of unmarked mohair bears. Both bears are fully jointed with 
swivel necks, have amber glass eyes, camel felt pads. 15 1/2" Gold 
bear has a brown nose. Condition: mohair is worn, pads are worn and 
excelsior is showing through on (3) pads. Right eye is cracked. 17" 
Long white bear has an embroidered black nose. Condition: mohair is 
worn and has age discoloration on left leg. Mohair on right leg is 
worn. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3085 ANTIQUE STEIFF.

16" Gold mohair Bear, 1906-on silver button with Steiff in upper case 
letters, second "F" extended into a long arc. Swivel neck, fully jointed, 
black shoe button eyes, elongated nose and arms. Bear had been 
dressed in antique check dress, apron. Condition: mohair is worn. Age 
loss, discoloration on felt pads. Excelsior in arms has flattened. This lot 
is being sold AS IS.

150

3086 ANTIQUE STEIFF.

LOT. (6) Mohair animals. (2) Tagged Dogs with swivel necks. 4 1/2" 
Standing "Cockie" with amber glass eyes, original neck ribbon. Paper 
chest tag, raised silver button, yellow tag 1310.0. 4 1/2" Sitting "Revue 
Susie" with original collar. Paper neck tag, raised silver button. (2) 
Tagged Cats. 3 1/2 " Sitting "Susi" with swivel neck, green glass eyes, 
original neck ribbon. Paper chest tag, raised silver button, yellow tag 
3310. 10" Sleeping "Floppy Kitty". Embroidered eyes, original neck 
ribbon, paper chest tag. 8" T Squirrel with tipped mohair. Raised silver 
button, yellow tag. 12 1/2" Unmarked Sleeping Panda. Embroidered 
eyes. Bell in right paw. Condition: some age loss, discoloration. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

150

3087 ANTIQUE STEIFF
/OTHER.

Pair of early mohair animals. 13" L 1912-1917? "Bulldog" with silver 
button. Steiff in upper case, second "F" extended into a long arc. Short 
pile brown mohair. Black shoe button eyes. Ivory plush bib and front 
feet. Swivel neck, fully jointed. Condition: age loss, discoloration. ALSO 
- Unmarked 11" Donkey "Maud". Short gray pile, black shoe button
eyes. Swivel neck, fully jointed. Provenance: Maud was in the
Newspaper Comics and first appeared in 1904. Creator was Frederick
Burr Opper. "She delivered her first kick on Sunday, July 24, 1904 and
kicked her way into readers' hearts". When Opper retired, his
characters retired with him. And Her Name Was Maud was last seen
on October 14, 1932. Tag with item reads: "was the toy of Milton
Emmert Sr. He named it "Hee Haw". Condition: age loss. Mohair is
very worn. This lot is being sold AS IS.

150

3088 ANTIQUE STEIFF.

Early (1920's?) 34" Display size Mohair Sitting Rabbit. Silver button, 
Steiff in upper case, second "F" extended into a long arc. 1 5/8" Brown 
glass eyes, embroidered red nose. Swivel neck. Comes with a manilla 
tag that was signed by Hans Otto Steiff, 1982. Condition: age loss on 
mohair on left side of body from center seam; left leg/foot. 1/2" Hole 
on left side seam. Nose has faded. He has been professionally 
cleaned. This lot is being sold AS IS. This rabbit has a presence!

250
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3088A ANTIQUE STEIFF.

Pair of early (pre and 1920's?) brown mohair plush MONKEYS. Both 
are fully jointed with felt faces, ears, hands and feet. 24" Unmarked 
"Affe" with large black shoe button eyes. The left ear has the holes 
from the original button. (Photo of this item is on pages 290-291 of 
the book "STEIFF Sortiment 1892-1943", Gunther Pfeiffer.) Condition: 
age discoloration, loss. Moth damage on all felt and to mohair. 14" 
"Affe" with brown glass eyes, open/closed mouth (not just a mouth 
seam). He has the early silver raised button with STEIFF in caps and 
the last "F" wraps back under the word. Condition: age discoloration, 
loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

250

3089 ANTIQUE STEIFF 
DOLL.

19" Felt "Clown" doll. The Clowns were made from 1904 to 1928. 
Blank silver button behind left ear. Mohair wig, black shoe button 
eyes. Fully jointed with swivel neck. All original felt one-piece outfit 
with separate ruffle. Condition: age discoloration on clothing, body. 
Loss of poms-poms on front of outfit and (1) shoe. Some moth 
damage. Original hat is missing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100

3090 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

LOT. 18" Ideal composition doll with original mohair wig. Doll comes 
with some original, unmarked clothing - 2 pc. sailor dress, plaid dress, 
3 pc. snowsuit. Unmarked handmade clothing. Ephemera - Music for 
Shirley's Christmas Song - "That's What I Want for Christmas" (from 
"Stowaway". 1937 Calendar. Trading cards, misc. Also - Original "My 
Friend Shirley Temple" button and pocket mirror. 24" Wooden trunk 
with (2) drawers. Condition: doll: crazing. Eyes are losing their color. 
Age loss on shoes. Discoloration on clothing. Age loss on trunk. This 
lot is being sold AS IS,

100

3091 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

LOT. 17" Ideal composition doll with original mohair wig. Doll comes 
with some factory clothing. Tagged organdy dress, shoes. Moll-ey's 
tagged 3 pc. ski outfit with skis/poles. PJ's. Also unmarked dress. 
Original "World's Darling" pin. Book - "Shirley Temple - Littlest Rebel". 
18 1/2" Wooden trunk with (7) compartments. Condition: doll - 
crazing. Eyes are losing their color. Age loss (paint wear on body). 
Discoloration/loss on clothing. Age loss on trunk. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

100

3092 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

LOT. 19" Ideal composition doll with original mohair wig. Doll comes 
with (10) original outfits, (3) are tagged. She has all of the polka dot 
dresses: blue, red and green. (3) Pc. plaid rain set - hat, coat, 
umbrella. Ivory shoes and extra gold shoes, 1 pc. under garment. Also, 
deck of Shirley Temple trading cards, pocket mirror, Shirley Temple 
book of movies, photo, photo album. 20 1/2" Wooden trunk with (2) 
drawers, key. Condition: doll: crazing. Eyes are losing their color. Hair 
has been combed out and is thin. Age discoloration on clothing. Age 
loss on trunk. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100
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3093 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

LOT. 16" Ideal composition doll with original mohair wig. Doll comes 
with (3) tagged outfits and an unmarked dress, 2 pc. sunsuit. Extra 1 
pc. under garment, (3) prs. of shoes, (2) prs. of socks. "The World's 
Darling" pin. Photo. 18" Wooden Shirley Temple trunk with stickers, 
has (2) drawers. Condition: crazing. Age loss, discoloration on 
clothing; trunk. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100

3094 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

LOT. 13" Ideal composition doll with original mohair wig. Doll comes 
with tagged (2) pc. rain outfit, playsuit with original "World's Darling" 
pin, shoes. (2) Unmarked factory dresses, other items inc. Shirley 
handbag. Advertising picture from Rialto-Albion (Orleans Largest 
Show Place). 16" Wooden trunk with drawer and top compartment, 
key. Condition: doll - crazing. Age loss, discoloration on clothing. Paint 
touch up on body/hands. Age loss on trunk. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100

3095 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

LOT. 11" Ideal composition doll with original mohair wig. Metal eyes. 
Doll comes with (3) tagged dresses, original cowgirl outfit, shoes, 
other misc. (2) Pins - "My Friend Shirley Temple" and original "The 
World's Darling". Pink Shirley Pen/pencil set. Box end. 13" Wooden 
trunk with (2) compartments, (3) drawers. Condition: doll - crazing, 
repaint. Hair has been restyled. Age loss/discoloration on clothing. 
Age loss on trunk. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100

3096 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

LOT. 18" Ideal composition doll with original mohair wig. Doll comes 
with unmarked clothing of the period - (6) dresses, (6) other various 
outfits, oilcloth shoes. Original "My Friend Shirley Temple" pin. 15" 
Wooden trunk with drawer missing. (Picture of Shirley Temple inside.) 
Condition: doll - crazing. Eyes have lost their color. Hair appears to be 
uncombed. Age discoloration on clothing, loss on shoes. Trunk - as 
stated. Age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100

3097 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

24" Ideal composition doll with original mohair wig. Flirty sleep eyes. 
Dressed in original unmarked clothing, oilcloth shoes, original "The 
World's Darling" pin. Condition: crazing. Eyes have lost their color. 
Hair is uncombed but played with. Clothing has age discoloration, loss. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

100
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3098 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

21" Ideal composition doll with original mohair wig. Dressed in tagged 
white rabbit fur coat/hat. Original "The World's Darling" pin. 
Unmarked dimity dress and replaced underwear. Oilcloth shoes. 
Condition: crazed. Eyes have lost their color. Hair has been played 
with. Age discoloration/loss on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3099 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

LOT. 19" Ideal composition doll with original mohair wig. Dressed in 
tagged red/white polka dot dress, oilcloth shoes. Original "The 
World's Darling" pin. Comes with unmarked red plaid Rain Gear set - 
raincoat, hat, umbrella and pair of rain boots. Condition: doll - crazing, 
heavier on legs, arm(s). Black scuff marks on face. Age loss, 
discoloration on clothing, shoes. Shoes are large on feet. Hair is 
uncombed. Rain Gear - age loss (especially on umbrella). This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

50

3100 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

LOT. 18" Ideal composition doll with original wig. Dressed in 
unmarked 3 pc. outfit - Ivory taffeta dress with black velveteen over 
blouse and matching hat; oilcloth shoes. Comes with unmarked 
clothing of the period - PJ's with matching bathrobe, wide-wale 
corduroy coat/hat. Original "The World's Darling" pin. Condition: doll - 
crazing, paint loss (nose tip). Paint is worn. Clothing - age 
discoloration, loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3101 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

Pair of Ideal composition dolls with original wigs. 13" Doll is dressed in 
clothing of the period, oilcloth shoes. Original "My Friend Shirley 
Temple" pin. Condition: crazing, hair is uncombed. She still has eye 
coloring. Age loss on shoes. 19" Doll is dressed in clothing of the 
period, oilcloth shoes. Original "The World's Darling" pin. Condition: 
crazing. Torso sockets lined in felt. Hair has been restyled. Some 
professional restoration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3102 SHIRLEY TEMPLE

20" Ideal composition doll with original wig. Dressed in original 
unmarked clothing, oilcloth shoes. Pair of different original "The 
World's Darling" pins. Condition: head has had professional 
restoration but still has cracks over/under both eyes. Wig has been 
played with. Dress is crisp and accordion pleats have not been ironed 
out. Tiny spot on front of dress. Loss on shoes. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

100
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3103 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

13" Ideal composition doll with honey blonde human hair wig. 
Dressed in unusual tagged dimity gold/brown polka dot dress, white 
leather shoes. Condition: head has had restoration. Some crazing. 
Eyes are losing their color. Wig is uncombed. Doll needs to be 
restrung. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3103A SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

13" Ideal composition doll with honey blonde mohair wig. Dressed in 
all original clothing - tagged dress of red dimity and polka dots, 1 pc. 
undergarment, ivory oilcloth shoes, rayon socks. Comes with 8" x 10" 
glossy photo of Shirley Temple. Condition: light crazing. Top of legs 
have cracks. Eyes have good color. Hair is uncombed.

50

3103B SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

LOT. 13" Ideal composition doll with honey blonde mohair wig. 
Dressed in all original clothing - brown/orange plaid dress, 1 pc. 
undergarment, ivory oilcloth shoes, rayon socks. Original "The World's 
Darling" pin. 15" Wooden Shirley Temple trunk. Condition: crazing, 
fine cracks. Eyes have good color. Hair is uncombed. Trunk has some 
age loss.

50

3104 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

Pair of Ideal composition dolls with original wigs, tagged clothing, 
oilcloth shoes. 17" Doll is wearing a dress with tiny red polka dots. 
Original "Curly Top" pin. Wig is uncombed. She still has some eye 
color. Condition: paint is worn on face. Light crazing. Replaced socks. 
Age loss on dress. 18" Doll is wearing pleated organdy dress. 
Condition: crazing. Eyes are losing their color. Wig has been played 
with. Dress has been washed and pleats have lost their crispness. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

100

3105 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

LOT. Provenance: This lot was worn by consignor's mother as a child. 
(3) Tagged 1930's "A Cinderella Frock Authentic SHIRLEY TEMPLE"
outfits. S. Temple STYLE blue/white "sailor dress". S. Temple BRAND
aqua pique "coat". S. Temple BRAND white "blouse" with
embroidered front placket. Condition: age discoloration. ALSO - (8)
different original Cinderella's Shirley Temple Frock hang tags with
picture of Shirley wearing each outfit. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25
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3106 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

LOT. Ephemera - postcards, deck of playing cards, movie playbills, 
photographs. Empty box for Handkerchiefs. Box of Sewing Cards (with 
cards). Empty box of Stationary. Album of Hollywood Stars (featuring 
Jean Hersholt - who in 1937, played the Grandfather in "Heidi"). 
Shirley Temple Composition Book. Box with (5) Books About Shirley 
Temple. Sweet Peas Flower Seeds envelope. Small flash book. 
Condition: age discoloration, loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3107 SHIRLEY TEMPLE.

LOT. This is a combination of Shirley Temple items and vintage sewing 
items. Shirley Temple - Box of soap: Kerk Guild presents "Soapy 
Theatre". Ideal Shirley Temple outfit 9525 in OB. Inc. gold tone 
bracelet. Lindstrom tin Sewing Mach with picture of Shirley Temple on 
it (called Little Miss). 1936 McCall pattern 418 for 25" dolls. (These 
Sweet costumes will fit the popular "Movie" dolls.) 1930's Advance 
pattern 2616 for 16" dolls. 1930's Hollywood pattern 1913 Designed 
to fit Film Star Dolls. 1907-1908 McCall pattern to fit 14" dolls. Misc. 
baskets of thread, trims. Pin cushion. Made in Germany folding ruler. 
Dolly's Little Dressmaker box of notions. ALSO - (4) misc. 7 1/2" - 10 1
/2" flat felt dolls with printed/sewn faces. They were used as pin 
cushions, to store notions, pin/needle holders, as novelties. Condition: 
age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3108 BISQUE 
FIGURINES.

LOT. (4) HEUBACH "Dancing Girls" marked with the Sunburst symbol. 
They have intaglio eyes. 6 1/2", 10 1/2", 13" (finger repair on left 
hand), 16 1/2" (firing/kiln imperfection on flower right of left foot). 
Condition: as stated. Nothing else observed on bisque under black 
light. This lot is being sold AS IS.

150

3109 BISQUE 
FIGURINES.

Pair of "Bathing Beauties" with intaglio eyes. 13" #3550 Lady with 
coronet of leaves in hair . 13 1/4" #181 Lady in a diving position. 
Condition: nothing observed on bisque of #3550. Firing/kiln line on 
right leg under edge of bathing suit. These have been examined with a 
black light. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3110 BISQUE 
FIGURINES.

Pair of children marked Made in Germany with intaglio eyes. "Playing 
in the Snow". 14" Male is getting ready to throw snowballs. 13 3/4" 
Female is holding up her muff to her face to deflect the snowballs. 
Condition: rough edge on base of girl was probably made prior to 
firing. Nothing observed on bisque under black light.

50

3111 BISQUE 
FIGURINES.

Pair of HEUBACH Children "Holding Their Pets". Marked with Heubach 
Sunburst. Both have intaglio eyes. 12" Female holding her Kitten. 
Condition: tiny chips on rim edge. Kiln cracks on interior. 12" Male 
holding (2) Puppies. Condition: tiny chip on rim edge. Kiln crack on 
interior.

50
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3112 BISQUE 
FIGURINES.

Pair of marked HEUBACH male figures with intaglio eyes. Both have 
the Heubach Sunburst. 12 1/2" boy wearing a pink vest with his hands 
in his pockets. Condition: tiny chips on rim edge. Kiln crack near left 
foot on base. 12 1/2" Older child holding a net with fish in it. He is 
wearing high boots and a fisherman's hat. Condition: nothing 
observed on this figurine.

50

3113 BISQUE 
FIGURINES.

Lot of (3) children marked Made in Germany. All of them have intaglio 
eyes. 11 1/4" Girl holding large shell. Condition: 1" crack on inside 
near mark. 10" Boy marked on back ED. COPYRIGHT. He is standing on 
his hands. Condition: chips on interior rim edge. 11 1/4" Boy marked 
with the HEUBACH Sunburst. He is adjusting his glasses. Condition: 
figurine is cracked/repaired on back in the mark area. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

50

3114 BISQUE 
FIGURINES.

Lot of (3) German figurines with intaglio eyes. 9 3/4" Male child eating 
watermelon. Condition: tiny chips on inside rim edge. 9 1/2" Female 
marked with HEUBACH Sunburst. She is holding a tambourine. 
Condition: nothing observed. 11" 3402 Figurine with a family of a 
Soldier, woman and baby. Condition: nothing observed on bisque 
under black light.

50

3115 BISQUE 
FIGURINES.

Lot of (3) German "Crawling Piano Babies" with intaglio eyes. 12" L 
Baby is marked 436. Condition: fingernail chipped on each hand. The 
following (2) are marked with the HEUBACH Sunburst. 9" L Baby 3101. 
Condition: (3) fingertips chipped on underside of left hand. Faint red 
firing lines on forehead. Mold imperfection on right knee 4" L Baby. 
Condition: kiln crack near left knee. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3116 BISQUE 
FIGURINES.

Lot of (4) German "Sitting Piano Babies" with intaglio eyes. 8" Baby 
marked with the HEUBACH Sunburst. Condition: kiln crack on right 
wrist (paint touch up) and right ankle; back of clothing. 4 1/4" Baby. 
Condition: tiny kiln crack on base edge. 3" Baby with basket. 
Condition: nothing observed. 3 1/2" Baby in shoe marked with the 
HEUBACH Sunburst. Condition: nothing observed. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

50

3117 BISQUE 
FIGURINES.

Lot of (4) German "Piano Babies" with intaglio eyes. 8" Sitting baby 
marked 3801. Condition: nothing observed. The following (3) Babies 
are marked with the HEUBACH Sunburst. 5 1/2" Baby on back. 
Condition: fingertips on right hand are chipped. 5 1/2" Baby on back, 
wearing bonnet. Condition: (2) fingers and finger tip missing from 
right hand. 4" Sitting baby. Condition: kiln crack on neck. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

50

3118 BISQUE 
FIGURINES.

Lot of (4) German items with intaglio eyes. Pair of figurines marked 
with the HEUBACH Sunburst. 5" Female child leaning on her elbows, 
from the waist up. Condition: nothing observed. 6 1/2" Baby sitting in 
high chair. Condition: nothing observed. Pair of unmarked lidded jars 
with ruffled collars. (The larger one could be a match holder with 
rough turban hat you could use as a match strike.) 6" Has a turban 
style hat. Condition: chip on left side of edge. 3 1/2" Has a tam style 
hat. Condition: mold imperfections on head. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
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3119 BISQUE 
FIGURINES.

Lot of (5) German items. with intaglio eyes. The first (4) are marked 
HEUBACH with the Sunburst symbol. Pair of "Flower Children". 5 1/2" 
43 Is wearing the blue bonnet. Condition: paint is flaking on bonnet. 
7" 3144/4 2 1/2 Has a white bonnet with lavender lining. Condition: 
nothing observed. Pair of nearly matching boy figurines, each with 
their dog. Boys are dressed in night shirts with pink trim. They each 
have a Pug on a leash. 4 1/2", 6 1/4". Condition: kiln crack behind dog 
on the 6 1/2". Unmarked 4" Child dressed only in turban style hat and 
shoes. Condition: nothing observed. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3120 BISQUE 
FIGURINES.

Lot of (6) German items with intaglio eyes. All but (1) are clearly 
marked with the HEUBACH symbols. Lot of (4) "Action Babies". These 
are all approx. 5" T and are sitting down. They have the HEUBACH 
Square. Condition: several kiln cracks. 7" Baby Has the HEUBACH 
Sunburst. Condition: nothing observed. Unmarked item is a 4 1/2" 
green bathtub with baby kneeling in it. Condition: nothing observed. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3121 BISQUE/CHINA 
FIGURINES.

LOT. (4) Dutch themed bisque and (1) china figurines. All but (1) of 
these have the HEUBACH Sunburst mark. Bisque with intaglio eyes - 
Pair of 6" boy and girl sitting figurines. Condition: girl - nothing 
observed. Boy - has been repaired. Pair of 3 1/2" boy (unmarked) and 
girl (marked) sitting figurines. Girl has a pair of buckets. Condition: girl 
- (2) fingers on left hand missing. Left bucket repaired. Boy - nothing
observed. China - 3" girl with pair of buckets. Condition: nothing
observed. ALSO - 6 1/4" x 8 1/4" cotton flag of Holland. This lot is
being sold AS IS.

25

3122 BISQUE 
FIGURINES.

Lot of (4) "Egg" themed items marked with the HEUBACH Square, with 
intaglio eyes. Set of (3) children with rabbit ears, strung arms. They 
are all standing in front of an open egg shell. 5 1/2" - 6". The two 
wearing shorts have a hole on each side that may have had ribbons. 
Condition: (1) of the 5 1/2" figures has had the egg shell repaired. 
ALSO - 4" Painted egg shell next to a female child doing wash. 
Condition: kiln crack on bottom. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3123
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

15" SIMON & HALBIG K * R GERMANY Walking doll. Brown sleep eyes, 
open mouth, pierced ears, honey blonde braided human hair wig. 
Papier mache body has ball jointed arms, 1-pc. legs. Dressed in 
vintage cotton clothing, underwear. Ivory oilcloth shoe (1-pom 
missing). Condition: kiln dust, pimples in bisque. Body has been 
repainted. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3124
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

17" "7" Doll. Stationary brown eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, blonde 
mohair wig with plaster pate (broken). Dimple in chin. Papier mache 
jointed body with 1 pc. lower arms. Dressed in antique navy wool coat 
with red double capelet collar, cuffs. Red wool dress. Red wool knit 
hat. Cotton underwear, socks and white shoes. Condition: tiny flake 
on outer corner of right eye. Pimple in bisque on back of head. 
Otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. Moth damage on wool 
clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
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3125
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

18 1/2" K * R SIMON & HALBIG 403 GERMANY 46 Doll. Blue sleep 
eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, brown French human hair wig. Papier 
mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique white cotton dress. Pin 
on dress reads:" Darling" with a shamrock. NO underwear. Cotton 
socks, ivory leather shoes. Condition: bisque is rough. Black kiln dust, 
pimples in bisque. Kiln crack behind each ear. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

50

3126
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

18" D. MADE IN GERMANY 8 171 10 Doll. Blue sleep eyes, open 
mouth. blonde mohair wig, plaster pate. Papier mache ball jointed 
body. Dressed in antique white cotton dress, petticoat, pantaloons. 
Antique pink cotton socks, white cotton shoes. Condition: repair has 
been made around lower part of mouth. (See photo.) Age 
discoloration on dress. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3127
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

19" P.M. 914 GERMANY 6 Doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, brown 
mohair wig. Cheek dimples. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed 
in antique blue/white stripe 2 pc. outfit with middy collar. Navy wool 
tuque. Cotton underwear. Black/white oilcloth oxfords. Condition: 
bisque is rough with cheek rubs. Kiln crack on rim edge. Prominent 
mold lines. Wear on hands. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3128
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

20 1/2" S & H 402 K * R 53 Doll. Brown flirty sleep eyes, open mouth, 
pierced ears, henna French human hair wig. Dimple in chin. Papier 
mache ball jointed body. Dressed in all antique clothing. Black silk coat 
over a brown and black plaid silk dress. Cotton underwear. Straw hat. 
Brown leather heeled "5" boots. Condition: kiln crack behind each ear. 
Mold imperfection on left cheek. Nothing else observed on bisque. 
Wear on socket hole of torso. Holes in silk coat. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

50

3129
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

20" SIMON & HALBIG K * R 53 Doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, 
pierced ears, henna mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. 
Dressed in antique cotton clothing - polka dot dress with blue trim, 
petticoat, pantaloons. Trimmed straw hat. Black oilcloth "7" shoes. 
Condition: wig pulls. Mold imperfection under left ear. Kiln crack 
behind each ear. Paint loss (chip) on torso socket hole area (back). 
Age discoloration on dress. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25
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3130
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

20" 119 - 10 1/2 X HANDWERCK GERMANY 2 1/4 Doll. Blue sleep eyes, 
open mouth, blonde synthetic mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed 
body marked (red stamp) Handwerck GERMANY. Dressed in antique 
cotton clothing - dress with blue embroidery, petticoat, panties. 
Rayon socks, pale gray leather shoes. Condition: kiln crack behind 
each ear. Black kiln specks. Wear on hands, (1) finger cracked on left 
hand. Crack on lower edge of each thigh. Age discoloration on dress. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3131
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

21" DEP.10.154 Shoulder head Doll. Brown sleep eyes, open mouth, 
honey blonde human hair wig, plaster pate. Leather pin jointed body 
with papier mache/wood ball jointed arms. Dressed in beautiful 
antique white cotton dress with hand embroidered eyelet collar, cuffs, 
tiered skirt. Pantaloons, no petticoat. Newer shoes, socks. Condition: 
kiln crack over each ear. Rub on left cheek, otherwise nothing 
observed on bisque. Hands have been repainted.

25

3132
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

20" F 1/2 MADE IN GERMANY 10 1/2 152 Doll. Stationary blue eyes, 
open mouth, brown French human hair wig, plaster pate. Papier 
mache jointed body marked (red stamp) Germany 3. Dressed in 
antique clothing - white cotton polka dot dress with Bertha collar, 
petticoat, pantaloons, black stockings, red flannel hooded cape. Black 
leather "5" shoes. Condition: black kiln speck on left side of nose. 
Black kiln dust, otherwise nothing observed on bisque. Antique lower 
arms do not match.

25

3133
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

22" 550 GERMANY SIMON & HALBIG S & H Doll. Note with doll reads: 
"This doll belonged to Margaret May (Goodrick) McGrath, 1897-1992, 
Washington, DC. It was bought in 1903 with the money in her father's 
pocket when he died. The clothes and hair are original." Brown sleep 
eyes, open mouth, very full honey blonde human hair wig. Dimple in 
chin. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique clothing - 
mauve rayon dress, (2) cotton petticoats, pantaloons. Ivory socks, 
heeled leather shoes. Black faille coat with double capelet collar. 
Condition: kiln crack over left ear. Minor kiln specks. Otherwise, 
nothing else observed on bisque. Age loss on dress, discoloration on 
coat lining. Missing shoe soles, repaired. Doll has a musty odor from 
being stored for the past 30 years. It is being sold AS IS.

50

3134
AMERICAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

21" FULPER MADE IN USA Doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, brown 
mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in vintage 
clothing - black/white striped dress with velvet ribbon trim, organdy 
pinafore, cotton underwear. Black socks, newer black leather shoes. 
Condition: mold imperfection on right cheek. Wax missing from both 
eyelids. Otherwise, nothing else observed on bisque. Repair, repaint, 
loss/wear on body, left hand. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25
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3135
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Pair of ARMAND MARSEILLE Dolls. Both dolls have open mouths, 
French human hair wigs and are dressed in vintage/antique clothing, 
leather shoes. 17 1/2" GERMANY 971 A.3.M. DGRM Character Toddler 
with stationary blue eyes, brown wig. 5 Pc. papier mache walking 
body. Polka dot dress, underwear. Beaded bag. Condition: black kiln 
specks otherwise nothing observed on bisque. Body was probably 
repainted years ago and has some flaking, paint loss. Right hand - (2) 
fingers cracked. 21 1/2" 28.8 QUEEN LOUISE GERMANY 7 Doll with 
stationary brown eyes, honey blonde wig. Papier mache ball jointed 
body. Antique dress, (2) vintage petticoats, NO pants. Condition: large 
chip on left side, rim edge area. Kiln crack behind each ear. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

25

3136
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

22 1/2" S H 1079 - 10 1/2 DEP Doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, 
pierced ears, blonde mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. 
Dressed in beautiful antique ivory tulle dress with lace and silk ribbon 
trim. NO underwear, Vintage socks, black oilcloth shoes. Condition: 
wig pulls. Black kiln dust on nose. Bisque is dirty, otherwise nothing 
else observed on bisque. Wear on hands. Wig is thin. Dress has age 
discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3137

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL & 
WARDROBE.

16" P SIMON & HALBIG 122P 36 GERMANY Walking Toddler Character 
Doll with Wardrobe. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, blonde human hair 
wig. Papier mache body with jointed arms, 1 pc. legs. Doll come with a 
suitcase full of clothing of the period: (2) dresses with hats, coat with 
hat, coat, 2 pc. dress, pinafore, (5) dresses, (2) petticoats, 1 pc. under 
garment, panties, oilcloth shoes, socks. Condition of doll: nothing 
observed on bisque. Some age discoloration on clothing. This is a 
wonderful lot!

150

3138
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

16 1/2" K * R SIMON & HALBIG 121 36 Toddler Character doll. Blue 
sleep eyes, open mouth, red mohair wig. Papier mache fully jointed 
toddler body. Dressed in antique white cotton clothing - dress, 
petticoat, bonnet, pantaloons, under shirt, socks. Pink oilcloth shoes. 
Condition: wig pulls on rim edge. Tiny white spot under left eye is NOT 
a flake/repair. Paint loss on right arm.

100

3139
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Pair of Dolls with stationary blue eyes, open mouths, papier mache 
jointed bodies. 25" GERMANY 14 66 Doll. Honey blonde human hair 
wig. Dressed in antique baby gown, pantaloons, wool flannel 
petticoat. Newer bonnet, petticoat, shoes, socks. Condition: wig pulls. 
Flakes on bridge of nose. Tiny flake on outer corner of left eye. Mold 
imperfection on back of head. 12" 1902 10/0 Doll. Pale blonde mohair 
wig. Dressed in all newer white cotton clothing, shoes, socks. 
Condition: kiln crack on back of head from rim edge. Mold 
imperfection in front of left ear. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25
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3140
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

28" GERMANY HEINRICH HANDWERCK SIMON & HALBIG 6 Doll. Blue 
sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, brown vintage synthetic mohair 
wig. Dimple in chin. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in 
vintage and antique clothing, ivory oilcloth boots (rosette missing). 
Condition: kiln crack behind right ear. Wig pulls. Black kiln dust, 
specks. Repair/repaint on hands. This doll is being sold AS IS.

50

3141
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

28" L 1/2 MADE IN GERMANY 15 1/2 164 Doll. Brown sleep eyes, open 
mouth, long brown human hair wig, plaster pate, dimple in chin. 
Papier mache ball jointed body marked (red stamp) GERMANY 6. 
Dressed in antique white cotton clothing - dress with pintucks and 
hand embroidered eyelet. (2) petticoats, pantaloons. Black cotton "B" 
socks, black leather 5-button heeled boots. Condition: black kiln 
specks, black rub over left brow, otherwise nothing observed on 
bisque. Torso has had repaint and paint has been scratched off. Boots 
have major age loss.

50

3142
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

28 1/2" 370 AM-9-DEP ARMAND MARSEILLE MADE IN GERMANY 
Shoulder head Doll. Stationary blue eyes, open mouth, blonde French 
human hair wig. Antique cloth body is jointed at hips, knees. Leather 
arms with bisque lower arms. The antique clothing on this doll is 
worth taking a look at. Navy blue wool 3 pc. Sailor suit: middy shirt 
with soutache braid trim, dickey and pants. He has an antique 
"Boatswain/type" whistle around his neck. Black leather 3-button 
boots. Antique navy felt hat. Condition: shoulder plate is cracked from 
front to back on left side. Holes in felt hat, wool clothing. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

25

3143
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

21" K * R SIMON & HALBIG 1212 Character Toddler Doll. Brown sleep 
eyes, open mouth, woggle tongue, synthetic honey blonde caracul 
style wig. Dimples in cheeks. Papier mache fully jointed toddler body. 
Dressed in antique cotton stripe romper, ivory leather baby shoes. 
Condition: rub over right brow otherwise, nothing observed on 
bisque. Loss around neck on torso. Wear on both hands, crack on left 
thumb.

50

3144
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

28" S & H 1009 DEP Doll. Socket head doll on a bisque shoulder plate. 
Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, honey blonde French 
human hair wig. Antique cloth torso with leather gusseted legs; 
leather arms with pin jointed bisque lower arms. Dressed in antique 
white cotton clothing - dress with pintucks and lace detail. Bonnet 
with lace ruffle on top. (2) Petticoats, panties, chemise, white leather 
5-button boots, socks. Condition: rub on each cheek and nose tip.
Otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. Leather has been repaired
where it meets cloth body and on both legs in knee area. Finger on
left hand is missing. Some age discoloration, loss on clothing. It is a
nice head and shoulder plate, has a lot of antique clothing and still
worth looking at. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
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3145
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

29" K * R HALBIG 76 Doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, 
brown curly human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed 
in antique white cotton clothing. Child's dress, petticoat, panties, knit 
teddy/type. Bonnet. Black socks, heeled leather shoes. Condition: wig 
pulls. Kiln crack behind left ear. Light kiln dust otherwise, nothing 
observed on bisque. Age discoloration, loss on clothing and shoes. (1) 
Finger missing on right hand, (2) fingers on left hand. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

50

3146
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

32" HEUBACH 302.14 KOPPLESDORF GERMANY Doll. Blue sleep eyes, 
open mouth, short brown human hair wig. Papier mache 6-ball jointed 
body. Dressed in antique child's clothing - dress with tiered scalloped 
skirt, petticoat, pantaloons. Red leather ankle strap shoes. Condition: 
chip on socket hole. Factory overpaint under left ear. Age loss on 
body; wear around neck hole. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3147

REPRODUCTION 
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL

40" 1986 GERMANY SIMON & HALBIG HEINRICH HANDWERCK Doll 
Made with Love By Claire Collins. Stationary brown eyes, open mouth, 
pierced ears, very long curly honey blonde synthetic wig. Body 
appears to be a reproduction papier mache ball jointed one. Dressed 
in a child's fancy 2 pc. taffeta outfit: bodice trimmed with gold braids; 
skirt. Antique china pin at neck. Child's shoes, socks. Condition: kiln 
crack on rim edge, speck on left cheek, otherwise nothing observed 
on bisque. This doll needs to be restrung. This lot is being sold AS IS. 
****NOTE: Alderfer's can ship this item, but would disassemble it first.
****

50

3148 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Lot of (4) antique 7" Low Brows. (2) Grooms and (2) Brides. All have 
black hair, unglazed lower limbs with painted heeled shoes. Dressed in 
antique clothing. Condition: age loss, discoloration on clothing. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3149 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Lot of (5) antique dolls. (3) Unglazed Low Brows with black hair 4 1/2" 
- 4 3/4". 8" Low Brow with glazed head. 4 1/2" Doll with painted wispy 
black hair (loss on cloth leg). Some clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3150 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Lot of (3) antique dolls. 4 1/4" Blonde Frozen Charlotte/type 
assembled as a pin cushion, needle holder. (2) Dolls with black hair, 
blue eyes, china limbs, flat soled shoes. 8 1/2" Flat Top dressed in all 
antique clothing. Condition: shoulder plate is cracked. 7" Doll with 
center part hair and high forehead. Comes with antique fabric to 
complete the clothing. Condition: right foot missing. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

25
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3151 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Pair of antique dolls with black hair, blue eyes. 13 1/2" Doll with 
center part hair, slight white space between lips. All cloth body. 
Dressed in antique cotton clothing; very interesting skirt pattern. 13 1
/2" Doll with painted wisps of hair, braid across front of head. High 
cheek coloring. Cloth body with china lower limbs, heeled boots and 
blue garters. Antique cotton clothing. Condition: nothing observed on 
china. Clothing has age discoloration, fading. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

25

3152 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Pair of antique dolls with black hair, blue eyes and dressed in antique 
dark purple velvet clothing, antique underwear. 19 1/2" Antique head 
with center part, curls around face. Newer cloth body and china limbs. 
Gown is decorated with black lace, sequins. 20 1/2" All original doll 
with center part hair, curls around face. Cloth body with brown 
leather arms, individual fingers. Blue cloth legs, red leather boots. 
Velvet jacket, silk skirt. Condition: chipped front bottom edge. Piece 
missing from back lower edge. Age loss on hands, silk skirt. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

50

3153 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Pair of antique Bald Head dolls with blue eyes, rosy cheek coloring. 
Both have the black area on top. Only the 15" doll has a blonde 
mohair wig. She has a Humpty Dumpty Doll Hospital tag on the back 
of her newer cloth body. Newer china limbs? Dressed in vintage
/antique clothing. 17" Doll has no wig. Older cloth body and antique 
lower china limbs. Painted green boots. Dressed in antique silk floral 2 
pc. gown. Condition: as stated. Nothing observed on china. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

100

3154 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Pair of antique dolls with 1860's style black center part hair, blue eyes, 
nice cheek coloring. Faint pink tint on the larger one. Both have 
antique cloth bodies, china lower limbs, and are wearing antique 
clothing. 12" Doll has painted brown heeled boots with blue garters. 
Cotton print dress. (Wear on paint: back of head.) 16" Doll has black 
flat soled boots, purple garters. She is wearing a printed red wool 
dress with black velvet ribbon trim. Straw bonnet with silk trim. Note 
with tis doll: "This doll is 70 years old. It was given to me by an old 
lady, which was given to her when she was a little girl 8 years old on 
April 26, 1868. Baptist Home, Fairport, New York". Condition: as 
stated. Nothing observed on china. Age discoloration, loss on clothing. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

150

3155 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

16" Antique doll with black center part hair, sides swept back into a 
braided bun, molded bow. (Similar to the Jenny Lind style.) Blue eyes. 
All cloth body appears to be original. Mitt hands. Dressed in antique 
cotton clothing - floral print gown. petticoat, pantaloons. Wool flannel 
petticoat. No shoes. Condition: nothing observed on china. Paint is 
worn on back of head. Age discoloration on clothing.

50
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3156 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

17" Antique doll with black center part hair, curls around face and 
back of head. Blue eyes, pale cheek coloring. All cloth body appears to 
be original. Individual fingers. Dressed in antique cotton clothing - 
print floral bodice over a plaid skirt. Petticoat, teddy, no pantaloons. 
No shoes. Condition: she has a very serene look. Pock mark (kiln 
imperfection) on right shoulder.. Age loss on hands, lace on bodice. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3157 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

21" Antique doll with 1860's style black center part hair (modified flat-
top), blue eyes, rosy cheeks. Deep shoulder plate. Antique Cloth body 
with brown leather arms, sewn down fingers. Dressed in antique 
cotton clothing - print dress, petticoat, teddy. No pantaloons, shoes. 
She is also wearing two strands of clear crystal beads, gold tone bar 
pin. Condition: nothing observed on china. Minor paint wear on back 
of head. Age discoloration, loss on hands.

100

3158 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

20 1/2" Antique doll with 1870's style black center part hair, curls 
around back. Blue eyes, pale cheek coloring. Antique cloth body with 
leather arms, individual fingers. Dressed in antique 2 pc. wool challis 
print dress. Cotton petticoat, pantaloons. No shoes. Condition: 
nothing observed on china. Age loss on hands, clothing. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

150

3159 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

28" Antique doll with 1860's style black center part hair, curls around 
face and back of head. Deep shoulder plate. Blue eyes, rosy cheek 
coloring, pale pink tint. Antique cloth body with white leather lower 
arms (that do not match), individual fingers. Dressed in antique cotton 
clothing: red dress with print. White apron, petticoat, teddy, 
pantaloons. Red silk scarf. Red leather boots, striped socks. Condition: 
as stated. Both arms have been repaired. Nothing observed on china. 
Paint flake on front hair area. Age discoloration, loss on clothing. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

150

3160 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Pair of antique dolls with black curls on forehead, around face, back of 
head. Blue eyes, rosey cheeks. 13 1/2" Doll is marked 1008 X 3, has an 
antique cloth body with striped lower legs, brown leather boots. 
Brown leather arms, individual fingers. Dressed in antique velveteen 
dress, silk bonnet. Cotton petticoat, teddy, pantaloons. Condition: 
black kiln speck on cheek. Age loss on arms/hands. 15 1/2" Doll is 
marked "3", has an antique cloth body with china lower limbs, brown 
heeled boots. Dressed in vintage dress, antique pantaloons. No 
petticoat. Condition: age discoloration on clothing. Nothing observed 
on china other than what has been stated.

100
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3161 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

22" Antique doll with 1875 black "Curly Top" style hair. Blue eyes, pale 
rosy cheeks, pale pink blush. Antique cloth body with brown leather 
arms, sewn down fingers. Striped legs, brown leather boots. Dressed 
in antique silk satin 2 pc. gown with black lace, velvet trim. (2) Antique 
cotton petticoats with hand sewn eyelet embroidery. Condition: 
nothing observed on china. Upper torso, arms appear to have been 
recovered. Age discoloration, loss on boots, clothing.

150

3162 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Pair of antique dolls with black center part hair, blue eyes, rosey 
cheeks. Both dolls are wearing antique red clothing. 20" Lowbrow doll 
marked GERMANY, with molded necklace on shirtwaist. Antique all 
cloth body with mitt hands. Dressed in 2 pc. red velveteen dress with 
silk ribbon and lace trims. Matching bonnet. Cotton underwear, no 
shoes. Condition: nothing observed on china. 19" Doll is unmarked but 
has the Humpty Dumpty Doll Hospital label on back of torso. Vintage 
cloth body with china lower limbs, painted boots. Dressed in a 
beautiful wool dress with feather stitching, ruching and silk ribbon 
detail. She is wearing a corset but no other underwear. Condition: 
shoulder plate is broken. Toe of (1) boot is chipped. Age discoloration, 
loss on clothing. This doll is worth your attention for the period 
clothing alone. This lot is being sold AS IS,.

100

3163 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

26" Antique doll with short curly blonde hair (which could be a boy or 
girl). Blue eyes, soft rosy cheeks . Antique cloth body with brown 
leather arms, sewn down fingers. Brown cloth boots. Dressed in 
antique white cotton clothing - embroidered dress, (2) petticoats with 
hand embroidered eyelet, pantaloons. Condition: nothing observed 
on china. Age discoloration, loss on clothing.

100

3164 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Pair of antique dolls with black 1865 style center part hair, high 
forehead. Both are wearing antique cotton clothing. 12" Doll has 
BROWN eyes, rosey cheeks. Vintage cloth body, white leather lower 
arms with individual fingers, black leather shoes. White cotton dress, 
petticoat, panties. Condition: age loss on arms. Cheek rubs. 16" Doll 
has blue eyes, pale rosy cheeks. Antique cloth body with china lower 
arms, legs with flat soled boots, pink garters. Dressed in plaid bodice 
over striped skirt. Small chatelaine with scissors on bodice. White 
pantaloons, (2) petticoats. Condition: nothing observed on china.

150

3165 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Lot of (4) antique dolls with black center part hair, blue eyes. All of 
them have some antique cotton clothing, underwear. 12" Doll with 
1860's style hair has a vintage cloth body with Humpty Dumpty Doll 
Hospital on back of torso. Condition: some paint is worn on back of 
head. 11" Doll with 1860's modified flat-top style hair. Vintage cloth 
body with Humpty Dumpty Doll Hospital label on back. Lower china 
limbs appear to be antique. 12 1/2" Doll with modified flat-top style 
hair has a vintage cloth body. Vintage(?) china lower limbs. Condition: 
paint flaking/worn on back/side of head. 11" Doll with modified flat-
top style hair has an antique cloth body. Antique unglazed lower arms, 
legs with painted boots. Condition: paint is worn in hair area. Overall 
condition: as stated. Nothing observed on china. Age discoloration, 
loss on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
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3166 CHINA HALF 
DOLLS.

Lot of (27) half dolls, (1) pair of legs and (1) character bottle stopper. 
Most are marked GERMANY, several may be Japanese. 1 1/2" - 4 1/4". 
Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3167 CHINA HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Pair of antique dolls with black hair, blue eyes, rosey cheeks. 22" Doll 
has bangs and center part hair. Antique cloth body with white leather 
arms, individual fingers. (Fingers missing from right hand.) Dressed in 
some antique white cotton clothing - embroidered bodice, petticoat, 
pantaloons. Red leather shoes. Condition: nothing observed on 
bisque. 28" Doll has modified flat-top style hair. Deep shoulder plate. 
Antique cloth body with brown leather arms, individual fingers. 
Dressed in vintage 2 pc. velveteen fitted jacket over skirt with satin 
underskirt. (2) Antique cotton petticoats, pantaloons. Black lace socks, 
brown leather boots. Condition: shoulder plate is cracked on back. 
Fingers have age loss. Clothing has age discoloration, loss. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

50

3168 CHINA DOLL 
BODY PARTS.

LOT. Antique and vintage arms, legs, hands. Pairs, singles. Arms - 3" - 5 
1/2". Legs - 2 3/4" - 4 1/4". Hands - 1 1/2". Also - (2) Newer cloth 
bodies with china limbs 5 1/2", 8". (1) Pair of Byelo eyes on rocker 
frame. Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3169 CHINA DOLL 
BODY PARTS.

LOT. Antique China heads. (2) "Pet Name" - Dorothy and Bertha 
(cracked). (6) Heads with black center part hair, blue eyes: 1 1/4" "9", 
2 1/4" (cracked), 4", 4", 4 1/2" "5" Pat. Dec. Dec 7/80., 4 1/2" "5". 
Blonde with bangs ("Highland Mary" style), blue eyes - 3 1/2" "9". Also 
- 2 1/2" solid dome bisque character baby head marked ?29-17.
Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3170 CHINA DOLL 
BODY PARTS.

Pair of antique dolls with black hair, blue eyes. Both have antique 
cloth bodies and are wearing antique clothing. 14" Doll with center 
part modified flat-top hair style. Brown leather arms, mitt hands. 
Fitted brown coat over black/white print cotton dress with pleated 
hem. Teddy, pantaloons. Leather boots. 13" "Mary Todd" style doll 
with molded snood on back of head and gold lustre around face. 
White leather arms with sewn down fingers. Cotton print dress. 
Teddy, petticoat, panties . No shoes. Condition on both: shoulder 
plates are cracked. Age discoloration, loss on clothing, bodies. This lot 
is worth your attention for the clothing alone. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

25

3171 CHINA DOLL 
BODY PARTS.

Pair of antique dolls with black hair, blue eyes. Both have antique all 
cloth bodies with mitt hands. All antique clothing. 16" Doll has long 
curls and bangs. Dressed in cotton floral dress, petticoat. Condition: 
shoulder plate is broken with piece missing. 18" Doll has a side part 
and curls around back. Dressed in a double breasted wool fitted coat 
only. Condition: shoulder plate has been repaired. Coat and body have 
age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25
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3172 CHINA DOLL 
BODY PARTS.

Lot of (3) antique dolls with antique cloth bodies, blue eyes, pale 
cheek coloring. They are all dressed in antique clothing. Pair of dolls 
with black hair. 11" Doll has hair pulled back into an upswept bun. She 
has no arms. Dressed in floral print wool dress. Petticoat, teddy. 
Condition: as stated. Shoulder plate has been repaired. Paint is worn 
on head. 15" Doll has center part hair with curls on back. China arms 
(1-is broken). Dressed in blue cotton dress, velveteen trim, petticoat, 
teddy. Condition: as stated. Shoulder plate and body have been 
repaired. The third doll is 11", has a bald head with the black painting 
on top. She has a blonde mohair wig. Unglazed lower arms and legs 
that at one time had boots. Dressed in wool clothing: fitted jacket, 
long skirt, plaid petticoat. Cotton petticoat, pantaloons. Condition: 
NOTHING observed on shoulder head or arms. Both boots are broken 
off. Age discoloration, loss on some clothing. There is some nice 
clothing on these dolls. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3173 CHINA DOLL 
BODY PARTS.

Pair of antique dolls with antique cloth bodies. Both have blue eyes 
and are wearing antique clothing. 17" Doll has black 1860-1870's style 
hair. (1) China lower arm only, china "5" lower legs with painted black 
heeled boots, pink garters. Dressed in burgundy 2 pc. wool dress with 
a wonderful painted china watch pin on bodice. Purse. Cotton 
petticoat, teddy. Condition: as stated. Kiln dust on face otherwise, 
nothing observed on china shoulder plate. Left lower leg cracked
/repaired. Age loss on clothing. 20" Doll has blonde short curly hair 
and very rosy cheeks. (1) Brown leather arm, (1) cloth arm. Dressed in 
camel wool sailor suit, cotton teddy. No shoes. Condition: as stated. 
kiln specks on face. Clothing has age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3174 CHINA DOLL 
BODY PARTS.

Pair of antique dolls with black hair, blue eyes, rosey cheeks and cloth 
bodies. Some antique clothing. 26" Doll has the 1865 style hair with 
center part, curls around back, high forehead. Pink tint to china. 
Antique body has NO arms, corset part of front of torso, red lower 
legs, black boots. Dressed in petticoat, pantaloons. Condition: as 
stated. Crack on right shoulder. 21" Doll has the 1875 "Spill Curls" 
style hair with gold headband. Vintage body has the cloth Humpty 
Dumpty Doll Hospital tag on back of torso. China lower arms and 
reproduction lower legs with pink boots. Burgundy 2 pc. silk outfit 
with fitted jacket and long skirt. Cotton petticoat. Condition: shoulder 
plate is cracked. Age discoloration, loss on some clothing. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

25

3175 CHINA DOLL 
BODY PARTS.

Pair of antique dolls with black center part hair, blue eyes and have 
antique cloth bodies. 18" Doll has a modified flat-top style, pale cheek 
coloring. Cloth body has lower china arms and is missing both lower 
legs. Dressed in antique black fitted jacket with velvet ribbon and lace 
trim. Taffeta skirt has a band of black jet beads around bottom. 
Condition: NOTHING observed on shoulder head. 29" Doll has a center 
part with curls around sides/back, rosey cheeks. Brown leather lower 
arms with sewn down fingers. Tan lower legs, black boots. NO 
clothing. Condition: NOTHING observed on shoulder head. Loss on left 
lower arm. Age discoloration, loss on body. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3176 CHINA DOLL 
BODY PARTS.

Lot of (3) antique dolls with blonde hair, blue eyes and are wearing 
antique clothing. 18" "Curly Top" doll with newer cloth body, china 
arms and legs with gold lustre boots. No clothing. Condition: shoulder 
head has been restored. 19 1/2" "Curly Top" doll with antique cloth 
body, papier mache/chalk lower arms and legs with painted black 
boots. Dressed in rayon floral print dress, cotton petticoat. Condition: 
shoulder head has been restored. Damage to right lower arm, boot 
tips. 26" Doll with a "Highland Mary" type hair style. Pink tint to china. 
Vintage cloth body has NO arms. Dressed in long pink cotton dress 
with lace drown front panel, at wrists. Ruffle at hemline. Condition: as 
stated. NOTHING observed on shoulder head. Age discoloration on 
clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25
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3177
CHINA/BISQUE 
DOLL BODY 
PARTS.

Lot of (3) of antique dolls with blue eyes and are wearing antique 
clothing. China - had black hair. Antique cloth body with china lower 
arms and unglazed legs. Dressed in beautiful wool challis floral dress, 
velvet ribbon trim. Cotton petticoat, teddy, pantaloons. Condition: 
head badly damaged. Left lower leg replaced. Body repair. 11" 
Molded bonnet parian type with vintage cloth body, newer parian 
arms and legs with lustre boots. Petticoat only. Condition: shoulder 
head has been repaired. 16" Doll has a bisque shoulder head with 
molded blonde curly hair, pierced ears. Vintage cloth body with 
wooden lower arms, papier mache/chalk lower legs with painted blue 
boots. Dressed in cotton print dress with green silk ribbon trim. 
Cotton petticoat, pantaloons. Condition: shoulder head is broken. Left 
boot damaged. Some age discoloration, loss on clothing. The two 
dresses/underwear are worth your attention. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

25

3178

CHINA/BISQUE & 
PAPIER MACHE 
DOLL BODY 
PARTS.

Lot of (4) antique dolls. (2) China - with black center part hair, blue 
eyes, cloth bodies. 11" "1" PAT. DEC. 7/80 Doll with corset printed on 
front of torso. China lower arms and legs with painted tan shoes, blue 
garters. Pantaloons only. Condition: NOTHING observed on shoulder 
head, limbs. Body has age loss and left arm, right leg are detached. 
11" Lowbrow "1" with china lower arms and legs with painted brown 
heel shoes. Antique silk floral dress, pink silk petticoat, pantaloons. 
Condition: NOTHING observed on shoulder head, arms. Both lower 
legs are damaged. Bisque - 12 1/2" Doll with blonde 1870's hair style - 
flowers, curls and beads on back of head. Molded necklace on neck. 
Vintage cloth body with parian arms, legs with lustre shoes. Vintage 
satin period gown, (2) cotton petticoats, pantaloons. Condition: 
shoulder head has been restored and paint is peeling. Some flowers 
are broken. Papier mache - 11 1/2" Doll with curls on face and snood 
on back of head. Vintage body with newer wooden arms and legs, 
painted shoes. Antique white cotton gown , petticoat, pantaloons. 
Condition: as stated. Neck has been repaired. Age discoloration on 
clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3179 INTERNATIONAL 
DOLLS.

Lot of (8) Japanese Dolls inc. HAKATA. 3" - 8". Appear to be made from 
a papier mache type material. These dolls represent elderly people in 
different activities. (1) OB.

50

3180 INTERNATIONAL 
DOLLS.

Lot of (8) Chinese Dolls in original clothing. Pair of 9" Man and Woman 
Dolls with composition heads. Pair of 6" Children made from painted 
stone bisque? (Paint loss.) Lot of (3) 7" Dolls with papier mache heads, 
wisps of hair. (Foot damage.) 14 1/2" Woman with cloth mask face. 
She has a 1939 New York World's Fair pin on her top. All are wearing 
original clothing. Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3181 INTERNATIONAL 
DOLLS.

Lot of (7) dolls. 6 1/2" "Belgian" Coal Miner. 8" Iceland. 6 1/2" Carlotte 
Weibull's Swedish doll, OB. 10" Amish Lady. 10" Polish Joral Fidler. 9 1
/2" Danish Woman. 16" Man with sword. Condition: age discoloration, 
loss. This lot is being sold as is.

25
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3182 INTERNATIONAL 
DOLLS.

Lot of (4) dolls. Pair of tagged 8 1/2" Old Cottage (England) "Pearly" 
dolls, boy & girl. (Necks are bent.) 20" Polish girl with papier mache 
face, cloth body, celluloid hands, mohair wig. 8" Klumpe (Spain) " Lady 
Gardener" sitting on wheelbarrow. (Loss of (2) legs on wheelbarrow.) 
Condition: as stated. Age discoloration on clothing, mohair wig. Loss. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3183 INTERNATIONAL 
DOLLS.

Lot of (4 ) French Santons. Pair of 8 1/2" Male and female figures. 
Both are signed H G Troussier. Pair of 12" female figures. Both are 
labelled: CREATIONS Andre GUIGON Fabrication Artisanale SORGUES. 
Condition: age discoloration on clothing.

25

3184 INTERNATIONAL 
DOLLS.

Lot of (4) all original Asian dolls. 12" 1920s Cloth Korean lady doll. 12 1
/2" Papier mache Chinese lady doll on base marked Made in Hong 
Kong. 9 1/2" Scholar doll (seated) with papier mache head. 13" 
Chinese male doll holding a peach in left hand. He has a papier mache 
head, hands and mohair beard. He is standing on a wooden base. 
Condition: age discoloration on clothing.

25

3185 INTERNATIONAL 
DOLLS.

Lot of (6) all original dolls from various countries. Canada - 12" tagged 
FUFEL felt/fur Eskimo. 12" French Santon "Baker" marked Made in 
France Provence. 9" French Santon lady with cake marked JOUGLAS 
Depose. 11" Tagged JAY, Dublin, "West Cork Woman". 8" Peggy Nisbet 
English Soldier. 10" Cloth Danish Fisherman. Condition: age loss, 
discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3186 EFFANBEE PATSY 
FAMILY DOLLS.

14" PATSY doll, original box, trunk with wardrobe. Original dress, 
leather shoes. Brass heart bracelet, EFFANBEE Dolls pin. Condition: 
crazing, cracks. Crack on finger and paint loss on left thumb. Age 
discoloration on clothing, loss on shoes. Doll comes with the original A 
New Playmate doll box. Ribbon on box has (2) original EFFANBEE 
Patsy Doll Club pins. Condition: age loss on box. Trunk - 12", with 
additional clothing, tagged 2 pc. outfit. Condition: age discoloration, 
loss on trunk, clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100

3187 EFFANBEE PATSY 
FAMILY DOLLS.

16" PATSY JOAN doll, trunk with wardrobe. Red human hair wig. 
Dressed in original outfit, shoes. Condition: crazing. Cracked crotch 
seam. Cracks on torso. Paint loss on right arm, hand. Little finger glued 
back on. (1) Sole replaced. Trunk - 12", full of dresses, coats, hats, 
sleep wear, 2 pc. outfits, etc. Condition: age discoloration, loss on 
clothing, trunk. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100
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3188 EFFANBEE PATSY 
FAMILY DOLLS.

Pair of 19" PATSY-ANN dolls, suitcase with clothing. Doll 1) dressed in 
organdy floral dress with a similar bonnet. Original oilcloth shoes. 
Condition: eyes are losing their color. Paint loss on hands. Light 
crazing. No lashes. Doll 2) dressed in floral smocked dress with 
EFFANBEE button and brass heart bracelet. Replaced suede shoes. 
Condition: minor crazing. Paint loss on hands/arms, inner thighs and 
head. Loss on lashes. Suitcase of handmade clothing - fur trimmed 
coat/hat, romper, playsuit, aprons, dresses, sleep wear, hats, etc. 
Book - "Patsy-Ann and Her Happy Times", Mona Reed King. Condition: 
age discoloration, loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100

3189 EFFANBEE PATSY 
FAMILY DOLLS.

Pair of dolls, trunk of clothing. BABYETTE and PATSYETTE. 8 1/2" 
Babyette - blue sleep eyes, wearing vintage clothing. 12 1/2" Trunk 
has a variety of assembled clothing to fit this doll. Condition: crazing, 
paint flaking. Age discoloration, loss on clothing. 9" Patsyette - 
painted side glance eyes, red braided mohair wig, Original tagged 
outfit, red oilcloth shoes. Brass heart bracelet. Condition: crazing. 
paint loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3190 EFFANBEE PATSY 
FAMILY DOLLS.

Pair of 6" WEE PATSY dolls and trunk & suitcase of clothing to go with 
each of them. Doll 1) "Fairy Princess" The Colleen Moore Doll House 
Doll in original suitcase. Doll is wearing original pin "Colleen Moore 
Fairy Princess" An Effanbee Doll. She comes with a number of outfits 
and has a Red Riding Hood hooded cape. Condition: crazing, paint 
loss, especially on feet/shoes. Age discoloration, loss on clothing, 
suitcase. Doll 2) comes with a cardboard trunk and several different 
outfits inc. another red hooded cape. Condition: crazing, paint loss, 
especially on shoes. Age discoloration, loss on trunk, clothing. This lot 
is being sold AS IS.

50

3191 EFFANBEE PATSY 
FAMILY DOLLS.

Pair of dolls. BABY TINYETTE and PATSY JR. 7 1/2" Baby Tinyette - has 
painted blue eyes and brown hair. Comes with box of commercial and 
handmade clothing, oilcloth shoes. 11" Patsy Jr - has painted brown 
eyes and red hair. She is wearing an original EFFANBEE pin. Dressed in 
vintage organdy outfit, newer shoes. She comes with extra dress, 
coat, hat. Condition: both have crazing, fine cracks, paint loss. This lot 
is being sold AS IS.

50

3191A EFFANBEE 
FAMILY DOLLS.

LOT of (3) dolls. 9" "Patsyette" doll - painted brown eyes, red hair. All 
original clothing, oilcloth shoes, brass heart necklace. 14" "Patricia" 
doll - green sleep eyes, red braided mohair wig. All original tagged 
clothing, black oilcloth shoes. Brass heart bracelet. Condition: age 
discoloration on dress. 15" "Anne-Shirley" doll - brown sleep eyes, 
brown human hair wig. All original clothing, ivory oilcloth shoes. Brass 
heart bracelet. Condition: no broken fingers. Overall - light crazing.

50

3192
EFFANBEE 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

Pair of dolls with blue sleep eyes. 15" ANNE-SHIRLEY doll with honey 
blonde human hair wig, original brass heart bracelet. Clothing, shoes 
may be original. Condition: hands are in perfect condition. Crazing. 
Body may have been professionally repainted. 17" Doll with only 
EFFANBEE on back. Painted hair. Dressed in appropriate if not original 
clothing and red oilcloth shoes. Condition: crazing. Arms/hands have 
cracks. Leg(s) have been repainted. Age discoloration on clothing. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

50
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3192A
ALEXANDER 
DOLLS
/QUINTUPLET.

LOT of (3) dolls. 7 1/2" Composition "Quintuplet" toddler dressed in 
tagged lavender romper, bonnet. Original oilcloth shoes, socks. 
Condition: crazing, crack on back of head in neck area. Age loss, 
discoloration on clothing. 10" Tagged cloth "Little Shaver" dressed in 
all original clothing. Condition: age discoloration on clothing. 14" 
Tagged hard plastic 1948-1950 "Fairy Queen" with the Margaret 
O'Brien face. Blonde mohair wig. All original clothing,replaced 
Alexander shoes. Condition: age loss on clothing.

50

3193
ALEXANDER 
DIONNE 
QUINTUPLETS.

Lot of (5) 7" composition baby dolls in their wicker rocker and 
additional tagged clothing. Dolls - All (5) are dressed in identical 
rompers but only (4) matching bonnets.(1) Pin - Yvonne. Condition: 
crazing, paint loss. 16" L x 8" D x 9" T pink wicker rocker. Also - box of 
additional clothing. (5) Diapers. (4) Bibs with names - Emilie, Marie, (2) 
Cecile. (2) Tagged dresses - Cecile, Marie. (2) Tagged dresses (no 
names). Tagged yellow pique romper. (3) Petticoats. (5) Bonnets. 
Condition: age discoloration, loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

150

3194
DIONNE 
QUINTUPLET 
RELATED ITEMS.

Souvenir of QUINTLAND, 10 Postcard Views, Ontario, Canada. Dionne 
metal feeding/soap dish (with wrapped bar of Palmolive soap). Set of 
(5) Carlton silver plate Dionne spoons. (2) Dionne QUIN5 embroidered
hankies. Dionne hankie, Made in Ireland. Set of (5) 3" painted bisque
baby dolls tied into a cloth sleeper. Japan. Books: "The Country
Doctor", W. Thornton, 1936 with news clippings. "The Dionne
Quintuplets Growing Up", NEA Services, 1935 with news clippings. "All
Aboard for Shut-Eye-Town" (paper dolls?) "The Country Doctor Talks
to Women", Dr. Allan Ry Dafoe (presented by Lysol. 1936 News
article. Canadian coins - Dime and Penny. Condition: this lot is being
sold AS IS.

25

3195 COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

Lot of (3) dolls - Madame Alexander and Vogue. (2) Alexander - 11" 
BUTCH in original tagged clothing, shoes. Blue sleep eyes, blonde 
mohair wig. Condition: doll has been restored. 15" PRINCESS 
ELIZABETH in original tagged dress, panties, crown. Sleep eyes (have 
lost their color), honey blonde human hair wig, Beautiful pale blue 
tulle gown with pink ribbons over afetta liner and matching panties. 
Rhinestone/"ruby" crown. Replaced shoes, socks. Condition: as stated. 
Crazing, surface soil on composition. Vogue - 7 1/2" TODDLES with 
painted blue side glance eyes, painted brown hair. Dressed in original 
unmarked blue dimity dress with attached panties; bonnet. Blue side 
snap oilcloth shoes with Toddles on sole. Condition: doll needs to be 
restrung but is in beautiful condition. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3196 COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

Lot of (3) dolls - Madame Alexander and Ideal. Alexander - 9" "Dutch 
Boy" in original tagged clothing. Wendy Ann face. Painted blue side 
glance eyes, blonde mohair wig. Original outfit, oilcloth shoes, socks. 
Hat may have been replaced. Condition: crazing, paint loss on eyes. 
Loss on shoe snap. Alexander/type - 11" unmarked Wendy Ann type 
face. Painted brown side glance eyes, dark brown mohair wig. Original 
"Carmen Miranda" type outfit, oilcloth shoes, socks. Condition: 
crazing; loss of paint on eyes. Doll needs to be restrung. Ideal - 12" 
Flexy with original hang tag: Fanny Brice as "Baby Snooks". The Doll of 
a Thousand Poses. Painted blue eyes, brown hair with molded loop. 
Original clothing. Condition: repair/paint loss on head. Cracks on 
hands. Age discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3197
1940's-1960's 
HARD PLASTIC 
DOLLS.

LOT. 18" 1948 Tagged Madame Alexander "Margaret O'Brien" doll. 
Blue sleep eyes, henna mohair braided wig. Pale coloring. Dressed in 
original tagged plaid dress, organdy pinafore. Cotton petticoat and 
matching panties. Original oilcloth shoes. Vintage red straw hat may 
not be original to doll. Condition: as stated. Hair has been rebraided. 
Shoes have been resoled. Age discoloration, loss on clothing. Also - 
1947 Margaret O'Brien Paint Book (some pictures colored). Two-sided 
1945 promo for "Music for Millions" - "We'll Have to Hide Her in the 
Dog-House!" featuring Jose Iturbi, Jimmy Durante, June Allyson. 
Margaret O'Brien blank ruled tablet. Tagged pair of Margaret O'Brien 
red cloth gloves by Nolan. Tagged Margaret O'Brien black felt Hat by 
Cinderella of NY. Tagged 25" x 33" cotton fringed scarf. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

100
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3197A
1940's-1960's 
HARD PLASTIC 
DOLLS.

This is an original owner LOT. 9 1/2" 1958(?) Madame Alexander 
"Cissette" with pale pink eyelids, single stroke eyebrows. Blue sleep 
eyes, blonde uncombed wig.Doll comes with an extensive original 
wardrobe. Most pieces are tagged. (2) Long gowns, (2) long petticoats. 
(4) Dresses, (4) short petticoats. (4) Prs. panties, nightgown. Sunsuit w
/overskirt. Gold ballet dress, head piece, shoes. Capri pants, top, belt.
(9) Hats, bouquet, silver heeled sandals. Condition: minor age
discoloration on clothing. Both ballet shoes, silver shoes have loss (on
ties/elastic). This is a wonderful lot!

200

3197B
1940's-1960's 
HARD PLASTIC 
DOLLS.

LOT of (3) 8" VOGUE "Ginny" Dolls in OB. Doll 1) MIB 1950-1953 PL SL 
strung doll. Box end reads: #28 MARGIE BL B. Brown sleep eyes, 
uncombed golden blonde braided wig. Dressed in unmarked pale blue 
pique dress, panties and matching center snap oilcloth shoes. Comes 
with a VOGUE doll stand. Doll 2) 1955-1957 ML BKW doll. Box end 
reads: #6106 Undressed Walking Doll Braid, A. Blue sleep eyes, 
uncombed auburn braided wig. Dressed in tagged 1957-mid 1960's 
outfit: floral dress, panties, white apron, straw hat. Black vinyl ginny 
shoes, rayon socks. "hi! I'm Ginny-Lift me out here" insert in OB. 1956 
Leaflets in OB. (Scuff on back of right lower leg.) Doll 3) 1955-1957 ML 
BKW doll. Box end reads: #6103 Undressed Walking Doll Bangs, B. 
Blue sleep eyes, uncombed brown braided wig. Dressed in tagged 
1957-mid1960's outfit: dress with print skirt/panties, white bodice. 
Yellow vinyl hat, socks. Black vinyl Ginny shoes. "hi! I'm Ginny-Lift me 
out of here" insert in OB. 1956 Leaflets in OB. Overall condition: as 
stated. These dolls appear not to have been played with. They are in 
beautiful condition. Boxes have minor age discoloration,loss.

200

3198
1940's-1960's 
HARD PLASTIC 
DOLLS.

Pair of 1950's 14" MARY HOYER Ice Skating dolls with blue sleep eyes. 
Wigs appear to have been played with but not combed out. They are 
both dressed in vintage outfits made from the Mary Hoyer knitting 
patterns and high top ivory oilcloth ice skate boots. Blonde doll has 
beautiful coloring. She is dressed in 4 pc. navy/white outfit inc. muff. 
Brunette doll has nice overall coloring but is paler. She is dressed in 4 
pc. pink/white outfit inc. handbag. Condition: as stated.

100

3199
1940's-1960's 
HARD PLASTIC 
DOLLS.

25" 1953-1955 Tagged Madame Alexander "Winnie Walker" doll. Blue 
sleep eyes, honey blonde wig. Dressed in tagged dress, petticoat, 
panties, black cloth shoes. Original hat is missing. Condition: as stated. 
Hair has been played with. Some age discoloration on clothing.

50

3199A
1940's-1960's 
HARD PLASTIC 
DOLLS.

18" 1953 Tagged Madame Alexander "Queen" with the Margaret face. 
All original doll with the beautiful uncombed honey blonde wig. White 
gown with blue sash (faded) . Crown, earrings, bracelet. Hoop skirt 
petticoat, panties, satin shoes, stockings. Condition: as stated. Hair is 
beautiful. Pale cheek coloring. Loss on sash. Still, a beautiful doll.

150
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3199B
1970's 
ALEXANDER 
PORTRAIT DOLL.

Made in 1977 only, 21" vinyl #2297 "Magnolia" doll. She is dressed in 
many rows of lace on a pink taffeta gown. Large garden party hat. This 
doll was purchased in a 1980 auction as a Gold Horse Selection. 
Condition: eye color is fading. Age discoloration on back of hat.

100

3199C 1940's-1960's 
DOLLS.

18" 1955-1959 Ideal vinyl "Revlon" doll in OB. Blue sleep eyes, 
uncombed honey blonde hair. Dressed in original pink dress, 
petticoat, panties, black high heel shoes, stockings. Condition: green 
dot on right ear. Surface soil on left leg and back of right leg. Age loss 
on box. Still, a beautiful doll.

50

3200
1940's-1960's 
HARD PLASTIC 
DOLLS.

Lot of VOGUE "Ginny". Pair of dolls, clothing, book. Dolls - 8" PL strung 
1950-1953 doll with blue sleep eyes, uncombed henna wig. Rosey 
cheeks. Dressed in untagged 1952-1953 Scottish outfit, black center 
snap oilcloth shoes. Round silver wrist tag. Comes with GINNY stand, 
additional unmarked clothing of the period, (1) red center snap shoe
/sock. Additional silver wrist tag, Ginny's Locket in OB, (3) "Hat" pins, 
box of socks. Condition: hair is flat from being stored. It appears to 
not been played with. Doll 2) 1955-1957 ML SLW doll with blue sleep 
eyes, golden blonde hair, pale coloring. Dressed in original untagged 
skating outfit, suede ice skates. She comes with Terri Lee Brownie 
dress/socks, 1957-mid 60's dress, 1954-1956 dress, Ginny umbrella 
(damage), handmade clothing, (2) vintage hats, ice skates in Ginny 
container, roller skates, logo purse. Condition: doll/hair have been 
played with. Age discoloration, loss. Book - "GINNY...An American 
Toddler Doll", A. Glenn Mandeville. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100

3200A
1940s-1960's 
HARD PLASTIC 
DOLLS.

Original owner LOT. "Sandra Sue" dolls, clothing, Richwood wooden 
furniture. Pair of 7 1/2" dolls: honey blonde with flat feet and 
brunette with high heel feet. Condition: honey blonde has crazing on 
legs. Original Clothing - dresses, gowns, peignoir set, ballet dress, 
petticoats, raincoat, single shoes. Condition: age loss on clothing. 
Furniture: Mahogany Wardrobe with shelf, hangers. 11 1/2" Canopy 
Bed with linens. Condition: top of canopy frame has age loss on 
corners. ALSO - 13 1/2" canopy bed with linens. This lot was played 
with and loved.

100

3200B
1940's-1960's 
HARD PLASTIC 
DOLLS.

Pair of dolls. 14" "Mary Hoyer" doll with blue sleep eyes, uncombed 
brown hair. Dressed in tagged red dotted Swiss gown with matching 
parasol. Original oilcloth shoes and METAL stand. 18" R & B "Nanette" 
walking doll with original hang tag. Blue sleep eyes, uncombed golden 
blonde hair. Dressed in original plaid taffeta dress, underwear, scarf, 
gold foil shoes. Condition: discoloration on underside of left arm; 
small amount on right arm.

100
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3200C
1940's-1960's 
HARD PLASTIC 
DOLLS.

15" Ideal "Mary Hartline" walking doll in OB. The Pretty Princess of TV. 
Hang Tag on wrist. Blue sleep eyes, blonde uncombed wig. Dressed in 
original red "Mary" dress, panties. Ivory oilcloth boots with gold 
tassel. She comes with her baton. Condition: very pretty coloring. Age 
loss, discoloration on box.

100

3201 PAPIER MACHE 
DOLL(S).

19 1/2" Tagged GREINER'S Patent Doll Heads No. 5 Pat. March 30, '58, 
Ext. '72 papier mache shoulder head doll. Black hair, blue eyes, pale 
cheek coloring. Antique cloth body with camel leather lower arms, 
individual fingers. Red/white stripe lower legs, camel leather boots. 
Dressed in vintage dimity floral dress; antique cotton petticoat, 
pantaloons. Pearl necklace. Condition: repair/repaint on shoulder 
plate, face, hair. Age discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

100

3202 PAPIER MACHE
/CHINA DOLLS.

Pair of dolls. Papier Mache - 19 1/2" Tagged Unbreakable Heads 6000
/5 (Anchor symbol) shoulder head doll. Black hair, blue eyes. Antique 
cloth body with brown leather arms, black boots. Dressed in antique 
cotton print dress, black cape, petticoat, teddy. No pantaloons. 
Condition: leather on both arms have major loss; lower left arm 
missing, right arm is detached (but with doll). Age loss on face/head. 
Age loss on clothing. China - 11 1/2" Low brow with blonde hair, blue 
eyes. Antique cloth body with china lower limbs, brown heeled boots. 
Antique cotton clothing. Condition: nothing observed on china 
shoulder head. Age loss, discoloration on body, clothing. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

50

3203 PAPIER MACHE 
DOLL(S).

10 1/2" Papier mache shoulder head Milliners Model doll. Black side 
curls with an abbreviated "Apollo Knot" and back bun type hair style. 
Leather body with wooden lower arms and legs with painted red 
shoes. Red leather garters on arms and legs. Dressed in antique 
cotton dress, (2) petticoats and pink pantaloons. Condition: back of 
head has been repaired, repainted. Left hand has been repaired. Age 
loss on clothing. This doll is being sold AS IS.

150

3203A PAPIER MACHE 
DOLL(S).

10" All original "Milliner's Model" doll with black center part hair, 
pulled to back. Blue eyes. Kid body, wooden arms, legs with blue 
paper bands. Painted yellow shoes. Dressed in a simple antique cotton 
sheath. Condition: paint touch up on nose and back of shoulder plate.

150
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3204 PAPIER MACHE
/WAX DOLLS.

Lot of (3) dolls. Papier mache - 6" Milliner's Model with "covered 
Wagon" hair style. Leather body with wooden lower arms, leg with 
painted red shoes. Blue paper garters on arms, red on legs. Antique 
cotton dress, (2) petticoats, pantaloons. 8" Doll with glass eyes, 
blonde mohair wig. Cloth body with wooden lower arms, papier 
mache lower legs. Antique petticoat, pantaloons. Condition: major 
loss on head, some on body, boots. Wax Over Papier Mache shoulder 
head doll with glass eyes, molded blonde hair. Motchmann style body 
with wood lower arms, legs with painted blue boots. Papier mache 
lower torso. Antique silk dress. Cotton petticoat, pantaloons. 
Condition: age loss on dress. Loss on left boot. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

100

3205 PAPIER MACHE 
FIGURE.

11" Continental painted and gessoed figure of a Prussian Fusilier. 
Possibly Nuremberg, mid 19th C. Molded papier mache man with long 
gray beard, wearing the traditional dress. He is holding a wire staff in 
one hand and cast metal bell in the other. A cast metal sword is at his 
side. Wooden turned base. Provenance: this lot came from the 
Richard Wright Collection auction. Condition: minor paint loss

250

3206 PAPIER MACHE
/CHALK DOLL(S).

Pair of 1930's Royal dolls with papier mache/chalk? shoulder heads, 
cloth bodies, mohair wigs. Very ornately dressed in white taffeta 
clothing, metallic trims, sequins. Purple velveteen robes, faux fur trim. 
Male is 11", female is 10". Condition: age discoloration, loss. Male has 
nose rub. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3207 PEDDLER DOLL.

An original 10" English Peddlar doll, ca. early 1800's. Marked on 
bottom (paper label) C & H White, Milton, Portsmouth. He was a well 
known maker of leather dolls. She has a leather face with black glass 
bead eyes, gray wig peeking out from under rows of lace on bonnets 
and a red wool hooded cape. Dressed in original cotton clothing - 
quilted skirt, floral dress, apron, white stockings. Black shoes. Her tray 
has many wares. Condition: some age wear on face otherwise she is in 
very good condition for her age!

250

3208 PEDDLER DOLL.

An original 10 1/2" English Peddlar doll, mid. 19th c. He has a wax 
head with black glass bead eyes, wooly white hair and beard. Leather 
hands. Dressed in all original clothing - black coat/hat, velveteen 
jacket, plaid vest, ascot, shirt collar. Striped pants, black shoes. His 
tray has many wares. Condition: age discoloration, loss on pants. 
Original base has been replaced for display. He is in very good 
condition for his age!

250

3209 PEDDLER DOLL.

7" Peddlar doll with bisque head marked 4600 S(PB in star)H 16 
GERMANY. Stationary blue eyes, open mouth, white mohair wig. 
Wooden body with cupped hands, painted black boots. Dressed in felt 
coat, vest, 3-corner hat, cotton pants. His wares are vintage but not 
antique and bottom of tray is marked Madelon Lyle, Pittsburgh, PA. 
Condition: age discoloration on clothing.

25
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3210 SALESMAN'S 
SAMPLE CARD.

Set of (5) German bisque head dolls from a 1930's Philadelphia doll 
hospital/toy store. All of them have sleep eyes, painted shoes. 5 1/2" 
1369 23/0. No wig. 9" ARMAND MARSEILLE 390 A.11/0.M. +. No wig. 
The following (3) have painted bisque heads and mohair wigs. 5" 16/0 
Has a closed mouth. 7 1/2" 12/0. 9" 390 12/0 X. Note in box reads: 
purchased from Adolph Foster Toy Jobber and Importer. Dolls are pre-
First World War circa 1916.

100

3211

SALESMAN'S 
SAMPLE CARD - 
GERMAN BODY 
PARTS.

Lot of German papier mache parts from a 1930's Philadelphia doll 
hospital - (14) THIGH leg sections. 3" - 8". Condition: (1) Has been 
replaced (repaired) and (2) appear to be missing. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

25

3212

SALESMAN'S 
SAMPLE CARD - 
GERMAN BODY 
PARTS.

Lot of German papier mache parts from a 1930's Philadelphia doll 
hospital - (10) LOWER left LEG sections. (1) Has the separate ball joint 
with it. 4" - 8". Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3213

SALESMAN'S 
SAMPLE CARD(S) 
- GERMAN BODY
PARTS.

LOT of (2) cards of German papier mache parts from a 1930's 
Philadelphia doll hospital. Card 1 BABY - (5) bent knee left LEGS 3 1/2" 
- 7" (2-are missing). (3) 1 Pc. left ARMS 3" - 4". (2) 2 Pc. left ARMS
(missing hands) 4 1/2" - 5". Card 2) For regular ball jointed bodies - (7)
UPPER ARMS 2 3/4" - 5" (2 are missing). (8) LOWER ARMS with (6) ball
joints. 1 3/4" - 3" (2 are missing). Condition: as stated. This lot is being
sold AS IS.

25

3214 PEDDLER DOLL
(S).

Pair of all original RAVCA Peddler dolls, one made by Bernard and the 
other by his wife Frances Diecks Ravca . 14" Bernard doll - has a 
stockinette face, white mohair wig. She has all antique wares attached 
to her apron and in her (2) baskets. Condition: age loss on nose tip 
and hands. Age discoloration on clothing. 14" Frances doll - tag on 
inside of skirt. She has a painted cloth stockinette face and more 
colorful clothing. Variegated brown/black/white mohair wig. All 
antique wares attached to her large basket. Condition: as stated. It is a 
nice comparison of their work to have an example of both together.

100

3215
WOODEN DOLLS
/PUPPETS
/MARIONETTES.

Lot of (4) MINT tagged GERMAN glove puppets by artist Gisela 
Scheithauser. GI-------SCHA Handspielpuppen. These have been hand 
carved and painted in the tradition of Hohnsteiner. Punch & Judy 
type. "Wood Cutter" (Forster), "King" (Konig), "Witch (Hexe), and 
"Grandmother" (GroBmuter).

25

3216
WOODEN DOLLS
/PUPPETS
/MARIONETTES.

Lot of (10) hand carved and painted figures. 6" Pair on bases by artist 
Rosaire Audet, Murray Bay, CANADA. 5 1/2" Unmarked pair, man and 
woman. 3 1/4" Unmarked pair on bases. 7" Unmarked woman with 
broom and container. (Damage to 1-foot and the other repaired). 8" 
Unmarked Sea Captain on base. 7 1/4" Marked "Norway? - Form" 
Made by Hand . Man with white beard, walking stick, on base. 10" 
Unmarked man with white beard holding mallet and hat, on base. 
Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25
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3217
WOODEN DOLLS
/PUPPETS
/MARIONETTES.

Lot of (3) cloth full body puppets. (2) Are tagged ELSE HECHT, 
HECHPUPPE. The artist was born in 1888 in Munich, Germany and 
came from a family of artists. 1920's-30's Male Puppet with glass eyes. 
1950's? Male Puppet with bulging eyes, black plush wig and facial 
hair. Unmarked Female Gypsy with aqua glass beaded eyes, gray wool 
wig. Condition: age loss, discoloration on clothing. This is still an 
interesting lot.

50

3218
WOODEN DOLLS
/PUPPETS
/MARIONETTES.

Lot of (6) marked 1930's-40s HAZELLE'S Marionettes. All original 
clothing. King, Queen?, Grandmother, Wolf, Old Lady (Hansel
/Gretel?), unidentified male. Condition: paint loss, age discoloration
/loss on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3219
WOODEN DOLLS
/PUPPETS
/MARIONETTES.

Lot of (5) 1930's-40's Madame Alexander TONY SARG? Marionettes. 
(3) Are tagged: "Gretchen", "Rip Van Winkle", unnamed. (2) Are
unmarked: "Prince" and "Dutch Girl". Condition: crazing, paint loss.
Age discoloration/loss on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3220
WOODEN DOLLS
/PUPPETS
/MARIONETTES.

Pair of black ELSE HECHT, HECHPUPPE full body puppets. Only (1) is 
tagged. Both are dressed in grass skirts, and have their "leopard" 
satchels with them. Condition: age loss/discoloration on clothing. An 
interesting lot.

50

3221
WOODEN DOLLS
/PUPPETS
/MARIONETTES.

31" Marionette made by artist Regina Graf, Ontario, CANADA. One-of-
a-Kind. Sculpted head, hands. Wool wig, facial hair. Elderly gentleman 
is dressed in men's suiting material, child's leather boots. He has his 
horse head walking stick.

25

3222 ALL BISQUE 
DOLLS.

LOT of (3) dolls with closed mouths, human hair wigs, 5 pc. bodies, 
painted/molded shoes. They are all dressed in antique/vintage white 
clothing. (2) Painted ey dolls - 5" 5023 with blue shoes. Wire strung. 
Extra dress. 5 1/2" 130 4 with brown 2-strap heeled shoes. Condition: 
left leg loop rebuilt. 6" 30 5 3/4 Doll with stationary brown eyes. Black 
shoes with 1-strap black heeled shoes. Antique hat. Condition: upper 
left leg rebuilt. Overall condition: as stated. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3223 ALL BISQUE 
DOLLS.

LOT of (6) dolls. Pair of boy dolls with painted features, hair, clothing. 
Wire strung arms. 3 1/2", 4 1/4". (3) Dolls with stationary glass eyes, 
mohair wigs, antique clothing. 4" Boy with swivel head, short blonde 
wig, painted red shoes. 4" 620.0 Girl with swivel head, braided wig, 
painted 2-strap shoes. 3" Girl with strung arms only, long blonde wig, 
painted blue socks and brown shoes. Condition: right hand missing. 
ALSO - (1) 4" Crying character boy doll with bisque shoulder head and 
lower limbs. Overall condition: as stated. Age discoloration, loss on 
clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
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3224 ALL BISQUE
/CHINA DOLLS.

LOT of (3) dolls. (2) ALL BISQUE - 6" Unmarked doll with brown sleep 
eyes, closed mouth, mohair wig, painted bootines, socks. 5 Pc. body. 
Wearing a teddy. Condition: left leg opening of torso has been rebuilt. 
7 1/2" Unmarked pink bisque doll with painted/molded features, hair, 
black heeled shoes, blue socks. 5 Pc. body. Dressed as a nurse with 
stick pin: CESKOSLOVENSK + CEVENT KRIZ(?) with Red Cross Symbol. 
Condition: doll needs restringing. CHINA - 6" Shoulder head doll with 
black center part hair, pink tint china. Lower china arms and legs. 
Antique clothing. Condition: both hands missing. Age loss on clothing. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

25

3225 ALL BISQUE 
DOLLS.

LOT of (10) dolls. Pair of 3 1/2" painted bisque dolls. The following 
dolls have painted eyes, features. Pair of 5 1/2" dolls dressed as an 
Amish couple. Both have mohair wigs. Pair of 5 3/4" dolls dressed as 
an Amish couple. Both have mohair wigs. 6" Made in Japan Betty Boop
/type with strung arms only. 5 " NIPPON doll with painted headband, 
flower in hair. Strung arms only. 5 1/2" JAPAN Black Totsy type baby; 5 
pc. body. Condition of these last (3) dolls: all need restringing. ALSO - 
8" (JAPAN) Scottish doll in OB. Sleep eyes, mohair wig. 5 Pc. body. All 
original clothing. Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3226 GOOGLY EYE 
DOLL(S).

Pair of 6 1/2" dolls with painted blue intaglio side glance eyes. Both 
dolls have watermelon smiles, solid dome heads with painted hair. 5 
Pc. papier mache toddler bodies with painted shoes. Doll 1) 320 A.11
/0.M. GERMANY. She has blonde hair, black shoes, factory original 
dress. No other clothing. Doll 2) 254 A.11/0.M. GERMANY D.R.G.M. 
She has light brown hair, blue shoes, antique chambray dress/hat, 
underwear. Condition: loss on left shoe tip. Nothing observed on 
bisque of either doll.

150

3227 GOOGLY EYE 
DOLL(S).

Pair of dolls with painted side glance eyes. Both dolls have solid 
domes with painted hair. 5 Pc. papier mache toddler bodies. Doll 1) 6 1
/2" P. (Goebel crown symbol) G/W 12/0X GERMANY. Black eyes, 
closed mouth, painted honey blonde hair with blue headband/bow. 
Painted blue shoes. Antique clothing. Condition: body has been 
repainted but not shoes, socks. Doll 2) 7 1/2" 5/0 D 90(Heubach 
square)56 GERMANY. Blue intaglio eyes, closed mouth, painted 
blonde hair. Dressed in vintage smocked silk dress. No shoes. 
Condition: chip on left foot. Black kiln specks. Doll needs to be 
restrung. Nothing else observed on bisque of either doll.

100

3228
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

18" S & H 1249 DEP GERMANY 6 1/2 doll with blue sleep eyes, open 
mouth, pierced ears, synthetic wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. 
Dressed in newer clothing, antique oilcloth shoes. Condition: flake on 
right ear hole otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. Repair on neck 
socket of torso. Repaint on elbows.

50

3229
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

22" S & H 1079 DEP GERMANY 9 doll with brown sleep eyes, open 
mouth, pierced ears, synthetic wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. 
Dressed in vintage organdy dress, oilcloth shoes. Newer underwear. 
Condition: chips on upper edge of both eye openings. This doll is being 
sold AS IS.

25
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3230
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

23" C M BERGMANN MADE IN GERMANY doll with brown sleep eyes, 
open mouth, brown human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. 
Dressed in all antique white cotton clothing: dress with eyelet and 
pintuck detail. White leather shoes, lace socks. Condition: professional 
repair on forehead. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3231
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL(S).

LOT of (3) dolls. Big sister - 24" 1079 SIMON & HALBIG S & H 
GERMANY doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears 
brown human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in 
vintage clothing, black oilcloth shoes. Condition: wax missing on both 
eyelids. Kiln crack under left ear. Mold imperfection on back of head. 
Doll 2) 14 1/2" GERMANY MABEL 10/0 shoulder head doll with 
stationary blue eyes, open mouth, honey blonde human hair wig. 
Leather gusseted body with bisque lower arms. Dressed in antique 
clothing, vintage black oilcloth shoes. Condition: wig glued down 
tightly but nothing observed from what can be seen. Doll 3) 5" 20-13 
ALL BISQUE "Byelo" baby. Paper label on stomach. Painted features, 
hair. Dressed in antique clothing. Condition: left leg loop/hook rebuilt. 
Overall - this lot is being sold AS IS.

50

3232
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

20" MADE IN GERMANY ARMAND MARSEILLE 390 A.4.M. doll. Blue 
sleep eyes, open mouth, long curly brown mohair wig. Papier mache 
ball jointed body. Dressed in all antique cotton clothing - pale pink 
pleated dress over ivory blouse, petticoat, pantaloons, pink socks. 
Pink leather "5" shoes. Condition: wax missing on both eyelids. Black 
kiln specks otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. This doll is worth 
looking at for the clothing and shoes alone.

25

3233
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

19" 8 147 D MADE IN GERMANY shoulder head doll with blue sleep 
eyes, open mouth, strawberry blonde human hair wig, plaster pate. 
Leather gusseted body with bisque lower arms. Dressed in antique 
clothing - red wool jumper with cotton dotted Swiss guimpe 
underneath; wool petticoat, cotton pantaloons, undergarment. Black 
socks, black leather shoes (with horseshoe symbol on soles). Newer 
bonnet. Condition: kiln specks otherwise, nothing observed on bisque.

50

3234
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

LOT. 22" H MADE IN GERMANY 12 161 doll. Brown sleep eyes, open 
mouth, brown mohair wig, plaster pate. Papier mache ball jointed 
body marked (red stamp) Germany 4. Dressed in all antique clothing - 
cotton pique dress with insertion ribbon trim, matching coat with lace 
trim. Fancy bonnet. Flannel petticoat, pantaloons. Pink flannel cape. 
Second cotton dress. Brown leather "7" boots with red pom poms. 
Condition: firing mark on forehead. Tiny flakes, outer corner of left 
eye and lower edge. Rub on right cheek.

100
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3235
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

22" K * R SIMON & HALBIG 126 50 TODDLER doll. Brown sleep eyes, 
open mouth with woggle tongue, brown mohair wig. Paper mache 
fully jointed ball jointed body. Dressed in all antique white cotton 
clothing - drop waist dress with pintuck and lace detail, petticoat, 
chemise. No pantaloons. Pink lace socks, white leather shoes with pin 
pom poms. Condition: head is cracked on back, around side toward 
front. It was covered up by the wig and original glue residue. Nice 
toddler body and clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100

3236
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

32" GERMANY HEINRICH HANDWERCK SIMON & HALBIG 7 Doll. 
Brown sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears. very full curly tosca 
mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique 
clothing - pink silk pongee dress with tiers of ruffles. Cotton petticoat 
with pin tucks, pantaloons. Ivory socks, white leather ankle strap 
shoes. Condition: wig pulls. Black kiln specks. Extra pink paint under 
chin DOES NOT fluoresce. Age loss on silk dress, discoloration on 
clothing.

200

3237
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

25" DEP 11 doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, long curly 
brown French human hair wig, French cardboard pate. Unmarked 
French style papier mache jointed body with separate hands. Dressed 
in antique white cotton clothing - eyelet dress with insertion lace, 
ribbon. Petticoat, undershirt, pantaloons, socks. Black oilcloth ankle 
strap shoes. Condition: kiln crack over each ear. Tiny flake over left 
eye. Chip on socket hole. Kiln speck on right cheek. Paint loss on both 
hands.

200

3238
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL/OTHER.

Pair of dolls. German bisque shoulder head doll - 15" "4" doll with 
molded blonde hair, painted features inc. blue eyes, closed mouth. 
Cloth body with brown leather arms, sewn down fingers. Blue leather 
boots are part of body. Dressed in antique clothing - green wool 3 pc. 
outfit with gold silk ribbon trim. Cotton camisole. Condition: nothing 
observed on bisque. Age loss on boots. ALSO - 10 1/2" CHINA shoulder 
head doll, ca. 1860 with black center part hair style. Replaced cloth 
body and newer china limbs. Redressed in 1860-1870 style costume of 
velvet clothing with fur trim.

100

3239
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL/OTHER.

Pair of dolls. German bisque shoulder head doll - 21" "Empress 
Augusta" ca. 1880, with molded blonde hair, black bead hairband, 
painted features, pierced ears. Molded, painted shirtwaist. Possibly 
Alt, Beck & Gottschalck. Cloth body with tan leather arms, sewn down 
fingers. Stripe stockings and black oilcloth boots are part of body. 
Dressed in antique mint green wool dress, cotton petticoat, 
pantaloons. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Age loss on dress, 
discoloration on clothing. Loss of leather on finger. ALSO - 17 1/2" 
Unmarked Parian? shoulder head doll with molded black curly hair, 
blue/yellow head covering. Molded shirtwaist. Newer cloth body; 
parian lower arms and legs with painted black heeled boots. Dressed 
in vintage corset and antique petticoat only. Condition: as stated. 
Nothing observed on shoulder head.

200
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20% Buyer’s Premium applied for Alderfer Auction bidding platform. Surcharge applies to third-party bidding platforms. 
 
By bidding at Alderfer Auction whether it be live, online, onsite, absentee or phone bid, you agree to be bound by Alderfer Auction’s Terms & Conditions stated here forth. 
Addendum statements made day of auction take precedence over previously printed materials. 
 
The validity and interpretation of any of the terms and provisions of this agreement or of the rights and duties of the parties under this agreement shall be governed by the 
laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and venue of all proceedings shall occur in Montgomery County, PA. 
 
1. Bidding Qualifications 
Live Bidding 
Buyers must register for a bidding number by giving name, address, phone number, and identification acceptable to us. Please show your bidder number to the auctioneer 
after each purchase you make. 
 
The highest bidder shall be the buyer, and if any dispute arises between two or more bidders, the auctioneer shall decide the buyer or immediately put the item up for sale 
again. In the event of a tie between an online bidder and the floor bidder, the successful bidder will be at the Auctioneer’s discretion. The auctioneer’s decision will be binding 
and final. 
 
Some lots are offered subject to a reserve, which is a confidential minimum price below which such a lot will not be sold. The record of sale, kept by the auctioneer and clerk, 
will be taken as absolute and final in all disputes. 
 
Live and Online Bidding 
Live and Online Auctions are conducted in front of a live audience. During these events each item presented in the auction is also available for bidding in an online venue 
hosted by a third party provider. While the auctioneer is receiving bids from an assembled audience, phone and absentee bidders, the auctioneer is also taking bids from 
bidders who are bidding through the third-party providers in real time or by advance bidding. Following the auction the successful bidders are notified and payment 
arrangements are made; applicable buyer’s premium applies. 
 
At its discretion, Alderfer Auction may also accept bids from approved internet bidders. Alderfer Auction or any of its staff shall not be held responsible or liable for any human 
or technical bidding errors, or internet bidding system shutdowns that may occur. 
 
Alderfer Online Only Bidding 
Alderfer Auction sometimes uses the services of a third party auction platform for online bidding. Please refer to third party website for how to register and bid online. Buyer is 
responsible for all online bidding. Alderfer Auction cannot place bids for the buyer as the buyer must properly register and bid through the third party platform. 
 
At its discretion, Alderfer Auction may also accept bids from approved internet bidders. Alderfer Auction or any of its staff shall not be held responsible or liable for any human 
or technical bidding errors, or internet bidding system shutdowns that may occur. 
 
Live Online Auctions (Online Only Auction with Multiple Bidding Platforms) 
Auction is open for pre-bidding until the start of the auction at which time pre-bidding will cease and the auction will go live at the auction center (no live audience, just our 
auctioneer and auction staff). When the auction goes live, lots will be sold one at a time, in numerical order, by a live auctioneer who will be taking bids from multiple online 
bidding platforms, absentee and phone bids. During pre-bidding you are able to submit a max (maximum) bid. The bidding platform or our auction staff will bid on your behalf 
up to the maximum bid that you have entered.  Once the auction goes live if you wish to increase your bid you will have to wait until that lot opens for bidding and enter any 
additional bids manually. 

 
Absentee Bidding 
For those unable to attend the auction, Alderfer Auction offers the absentee bid service as a convenience to our patrons. Alderfer Auction will not be held responsible for error 
or failure to execute the bid(s). Absentee bids must be in writing and a fifty dollar ($50) minimum bid is required per item. 
 
Phone Bidding 
Phone bids must be in writing. All phone bids are required to open at $250 or half of the published estimate (whichever is greater and no less than $250). We suggest 
that phone and absentee bids be made 24 hours in advance to allow time for processing.  

• Everyone leaving an absentee/phone bid must be willing to leave their credit card number to assure payment of a successful bid(s) is received by the end of the 
next day following an auction.  

• Illegible bid(s) will be disregarded.  
• Applicable sales tax will be added to the sales total unless a tax-exempt number is on file in our office by the day of the auction.  
• Applicable Buyer’s Premium will be added to each purchase.  
• All successful bid(s) requested to be shipped to the buyer will be sent by an in-house or third party shipper and billed by the shipper.  
• Buyer is responsible to make shipping arrangements.  
• Bids are executed in competition with the audience on an alternate basis. Due to uncertainties of bidding, a lot may sell to the audience for the same amount 

authorized by the absentee bid. To avoid this possibility, the absentee bidder may authorize Alderfer Auction to increase their bid by one increment by placing a (+) 
sign beside the bid price.  

• Merchandise is to be removed from the Auction location during the specific auction’s stated pick-up dates and times.   
• Alderfer Auction offers the absentee/phone bid service as a convenience to our patrons who are unable to attend the auction.  
• Alderfer Auction will not be held responsible for error or failure to execute the bid.  
• All items are sold as is without warranty or guarantee.  

 
Alderfer Auction shall have the right to accept absentee and phone bids for any items consigned for any particular auction. Alderfer Auction reserves the right not to execute 
any absentee bid at its discretion and to have no liability for any inadvertent failure to execute any such bids. 

 
Bidding Increments for Live & Phone Bidding 
Generally, bidding increments are made as follows although Auctioneer has the discretion and authority to change. Online bidding increments may vary, see each auction for 
details. 

 
Minimum   Maximum  Bid Increment 
Dollar Amount Dollar Amount  
US $0    US $49  US $5 
US $50   US $199  US $10 
US $200   US $499  US $25 
US $500   US $999  US $50 
US $1,000   US $1,999  US $100 
US $2,000   US $4,999  US $250 
US $5,000   US $9,999  US $500 
US $10,000   US $19,999  US $1,000 
US $20,000   US $49,999  US $2,500 
US $50,000   US $99,999  US $5,000 
US $100,000 and above at Auctioneer’s discretion 
 
 
For Example: When price is at $150, the next bid increment is $160. When price is $250, the next bid increment is $275. When the price is $500, the next accepted bid is 
$550. 

 
2. Buyer’s Premium, Sales Tax & Payment 
Applicable buyer’s premium is applied per auction. The hammer price, buyer’s premium and sales tax shall be added together to reach the total purchase price for an item.  



 
PA residents pay 6% sales tax unless a Tax-Exempt Form is on file. Please note when bidding on Live Auctioneers third-party platform and are an out-of-state buyer: if you 
live in a state that Live Auctioneers has sales tax nexus in, Live Auctioneers will include sales tax unless you have a valid tax exemption certificate on file with them. 
 
Upon a successful online bid the credit card registered for said online bidding platform whether Alderfer Online or a 3rd party platform will be billed automatically for all winning 
bids within the auction. 

 
Acceptable forms of payments are Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, PayPal (with the exception of Firearms, Militaria & Sporting Auctions), wire transfer, money 
order, cash and check.  

 
Payments are due immediately upon purchase and before exiting the facility. Returned checks will be assessed a $35 charge for insufficient funds. 

 
Successful online bidders, who bid through a third party online bidding platform, will be assessed a 5% surcharge. This charge offsets the fee collected by the third party 
platform. For more information regarding this charge please see third party website for terms. 

 
3. Shipping and Pick-up 

Customer Responsibility Check List: 

• Payment 
• Pickup or Shipping Scheduling/Arrangements 
• Vehicle, Helpers, Packing Supplies 
• Review Terms 

Alderfer Auction offers in-house shipping, subject to limitations. Shipping, handling and insurance fees are additional to the total purchase price. YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE 
FOR MAKING SHIPPING ARRANGEMENTS. Fees must be paid in advance by credit card. If you choose to ship your item, Alderfer Auction never automatically assumes 
that you want shipping.  
 
Please complete and submit shipping request form online at https://www.alderferauction.com/services/shipping or email shipping at shipping@alderferauction.com if you have 
questions. 
 
While we try to provide shipping for most items that our auctions offer, items that are large, heavy or more fragile in nature will need to be shipped by a third party. It is at the 
discretion of the shipping department to determine which items can be shipped and which will require third-party shipping.  
 
Although we work with third party shippers, You are responsible for 1) shipping arrangements and 2) letting us know which one you choose via shipping@alderferauction.com, 
so that we have permission to release your package. 
 
Alderfer Auction is not responsible for any damage or loss that occurs via a third-party shipper.  
 
Fine and Decorative Arts Shipping 
Due to the oversized, heavy or fragile nature of Fine Art and Collectors Auction items, most items must be shipped via a third-party shipper. In addition, Alderfer Auction does 
not have an export license so all international shipments valued at $2,500.00 or higher, including hammer price and buyer’s premium, must be shipped by a third-party 
shipper. For all other inquiries please email shipping@alderferauction.com. 
 
Jewelry Shipping 
Jewelry purchased with a credit card by first time customers of Alderfer Auction will not be express shipped and may take up to 7 – 10 business days to be released for 
shipping. This hold on shipping does not apply to payment made with cash, money order, wire transfer, payment through a third-party bidding platform and payment through 
PayPal provided that the shipping address on the PayPal transaction matches the shipping address we are provided.   

Firearm Shipping 
See below in #10 Firearms. 

International Shipping 
Alderfer Auction can provide limited in-house shipping through USPS on international purchases under $200.00, that are not oversized, heavy or fragile. Purchases over 
$200.00, or ones not eligible for in-house shipping will be referred to a third-party shipper. 

Wine 
All wine sales must be picked up, no shipping is available in accordance to PA law. 

 
Shippers in our area 
 
Lansdale UPS Store 
640 Cowpath Rd  
Lansdale, PA 19446  
Five Point Plaza Shopping Center 
(215) 362-7366 
store1954@theupsstore.com 
 

Collegeville UPS Store 
130 W Main St 
Collegeville PA 19426 
610-409-2580 
store3575@theupsstore.com  
 
Craters & Freighters 
1461 Gravel Pike 
Perkiomenville PA 18074 
215-234-8090 
www.cratersandfreightersphilly.com/request-for-quote  
 
Johan Westenberg 
Delivery &Shipping 
(860) 964-9163 
e3asmallgallery@gmail.com  
 
The Packaging Store 
1513 Gehman Road 
Harleysville PA 19438 
(215) 361-6940 www.gopackagingstore.com  
 
Philadelphia Mailroom 
8001 Castor Ave 
Philadelphia, PA 19152 
(215) 745-1100 
info@philadelphiamailroom.com 
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Daks Global 
122 Mill Rd 
Phoenixville, PA 19460 
484-879-6678 
info@daksglobal.com  
 
Plycon 
(631) 269-7000 
https://quote.plyconvanlines.com/freequote.php  

 

Navis Pack & Ship 
701B Ashland Ave 
Philadelphia PA 19032 
610-534-0750 
www.gonavis.com/location/home/philadelphia/pa1104  
 
Atelier Storage 
Specialize in Fine Arts 
215-842-3500 
http://www.atelierstorage.com Fine Art Shippers 
917-658-5075 
 
info@fineartshippers.com  
 

Pick-up 
If you choose to pick-up your lots at the Auction Center, you must schedule a pickup appointment via https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction. Appointments are 
accepted Monday – Thursday 9:00AM – 4:00PM and Fridays 9:00 AM – 3:00 PM. Packing materials are the responsibility of the purchaser. 

4. Holding & Handling Fees; Product Abandonment 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your business and make you aware of a new policy beginning November 2, 2020.   

Due to our increased online business and space limitations, auction items must be picked up in a timely manner within 10 business days of auction close.  

Thus, we are implementing a Holding and Handling Program effective November 2, 2020. When you are a winning bidder of an Alderfer Online (at offsite location) you are 
required to pick-up your items at that location on given date and scheduled time. 

If you request to have your lots brought back (at additional cost) from a location to Alderfer Auction, Hatfield, you are required to pick-up items within 10 business days. 

Following industry standards, after business 10 days you will be assessed a $5.00 per lot, per day, Holding and Handling fee. This fee will be assessed and charged to your 
credit card upon pickup of your items. Please note that if items are picked up within 10 days, you will not incur a fee. Please note that equipment and vehicle Holding and 
Handling fees are $125/month. 

Please note that unpaid items still remaining at our auction center 30 calendar days after the auction date will be considered abandoned and will be consigned to a future 
auction without additional notice to the purchaser. 
 
 
5. Warranty & Condition Reports 
All announcements made on auction day shall take precedence over previously distributed information, print or electronic media. 

All items are sold "AS-IS, where-is" with no warranty expressed or implied. Descriptions are believed to be accurate but not guaranteed. Please bid accordingly if you are 
uncertain of the condition or use of an item. Statements by Alderfer Auction regarding the condition of objects are for guidance only and should not be relied upon as 
statements of fact, and do not constitute a representation or assumption of liability by Alderfer Auction. Photographs may also be used to represent condition of an item.  

While every effort is made to determine provenance, authenticity and condition, it is the responsibility of the Bidder to arrive at their own conclusion prior to bidding. 
Provenance and authenticity including attributions are guaranteed by neither the consignor nor Alderfer Auction. 

Alderfer Auction strongly encourages bidders to personally inspect all lots. The Bidder should also review online descriptions, listings and/or catalogs to obtain necessary 
information. Bidders may contact Alderfer Auction for a condition report at ConditionReport@AlderferAuction.com. Alderfer Auction will attempt to furnish one, but shall not be 
liable for failing to do so. All auction inquiries must be received a minimum of 48 hours prior to the start of the auction. 

Textiles 
Textiles including rugs, are subject to varying degrees of wear, soiling and damage including pest damage and dry rot.  Bidders are responsible to satisfy themselves 
regarding the condition of the items they are bidding on from the information and photographs provided, by personal inspection at preview or by calling Alderfer Auction prior 
to preview for a condition report.  All items are sold “AS IS.” 

 

6. Estimates 
Item estimates provided in print or electronic media are not a representation or a prediction of the hammer price that will be realized at auction, which may be substantially 
different from our original estimates. We shall not be liable for any discrepancies between our estimates and a price realized. 
 
Any appraisal, estimate or opinion expressed by any principal or employee of Alderfer Auction, consultant to Alderfer Auction, or other person with respect to the anticipated 
auction price of any item or merchandise is a statement of opinion only and Alderfer Auction makes no guarantee, warranty or agreement with respect to the sale price of any 
item. 

7. Artwork Authorship & Authenticity 
General 

1. If we say "c." for circa, a certain date, then it was made within 25 years of that date.   
2. Measurements are given within 1" of actual size.   
3. Measurements are given height before width.  
4. WAF means With All Faults 
5. Alderfer Auction is not responsible for color variations in print and electronic media. 
6. Alderfer Auction is not responsible for typos in print and electronic media. 
7. Terms & Conditions may change frequently and without notice. Latest version of Terms & Conditions will always supersede any previous printed or online 

statements. 

Authorship 
1. Name of Artist- Indicates that the work, in our best judgment, is by the named artist.   
2. Attributed to- In our best judgment, the work may be by the artist.   
3. Circle of- In our best judgment, a work of the period of the artist and closely related to the artist's style.   
4. School of- In our best judgment, a work by a pupil or follower of the artist.   
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5. After- In our best judgment, a copy of the known work of the artist. 
6. In the Manner of- This painting represents the style of the named artist but was painted at a later date; the authorship is unknown.  
7. Bears Signature - This painting represents the style of the named artist. 

Authenticity  
Signature- The signature, inscriptions and dates are transcribed in print as they appear and are located as follows:  
 
SLL: Signed Lower Left  
SLR: Signed Lower Right 
SUL: Signed Upper Left 
SUR: Signed Upper Right 
SLC: Signed Lower Center 
SUC: Signed Upper Center.   

1. If we state "signed" in our opinion, the signature is of the named artist.   
2. If we state "bears signature" in our opinion, the signature might be that of the artist, but we make no guarantee that the work is by the named artist.   

Authentication Policy for the sale of US/Foreign Coins, Autographs, Comic Books, Sports Cards, Diamonds and Gemstones. 
1. Items offered for sale are described and graded by Alderfer Auction Team of specialists, relying on personal knowledge, comparable sales and research in their 

respective fields. These items are described for information purposes, and are sold “As Is”. Buyer(s) shall satisfy themselves through inspection, photos and/or 
condition reports.  

2. ONLY guarantee of authentication is if documentation is provided by a third-party service including- PSA, SGC, ANACS and GIA. 

 
8. Clocks and Watches 
Due to the sensitive and mechanical nature of clocks and watches, we do not guarantee them to be in running or working condition. 

9. Furniture 
If we say "Chippendale Mahogany Chest of Drawers," we represent that the piece was made during that period.   

If we say "Chippendale Style Mahogany Chest of Drawers," we represent that the piece looks like the period mentioned, but it was crafted at a later date. 

10. Firearms 
Alderfer Auction is a Licensed Federal Firearms Dealer (FFL) located in southeastern Pennsylvania. Whether you are buying or selling firearms at Alderfer Auction you will be 
assured that your firearms have been processed according to the rigorous regulations established by the Federal Government. It is recommended that all Firearms be 
checked by a competent gunsmith before firing to ensure safe usage. Please see our website for additional terms and conditions. 
 
 
11. Endangered Species  
Each threatened and endangered species will be assessed on a case-by-case basis as mandated by State and Federal laws. If you have questions, please call 215.393.3000.  

12. Estate Sale Auctions 
Alderfer Auction conducts auctions at various different onsite locations through online only timed auctions. The terms and conditions mentioned herein apply to these auctions 
along with the requirements below regarding merchandise pick-up. 
 
Designated pick-up times are established for customers to remove their purchased items. Schedule a pick-up time via https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction or call 
215.393.3000. https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction instructions will be included in your invoice. 
 
NO REFUNDS will be given on purchased items that are not picked up during the designated pick-up time. 
 
Delivery 
Delivery fees are additional to the total purchase price. Please call or email for delivery fees for your particular lot(s). Fees must be paid in advance by credit card. If you 
choose to have your item(s) delivered, YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING DELIVERY ARRANGEMENTS. Please call us to arrange these services no later than 24 
hours prior to the auction pick-up time. 
 
If you are in need of your purchase being brought back to Alderfer Auction for pick-up at our facility or would like the item(s) to be delivered to your home, call or email to make 
delivery arrangements: 
 
Alderfer Auction 
Delivery Department 
215.393.3000 office 
267.638.1063 direct  
AlderferOnline@AlderferAuction.com 
 
13. Limitations of Liability 
Alderfer Auction is not liable for any breach or default by the consignor of a Lot. Alderfer Auction may withdraw any item before the sale if there is doubt as to the authenticity, 
title, or laws restricting the sale of the item or the accuracy of the Consignor’s representations. 
 
14. Governing Law 
Pennsylvania State Law prohibits any owner from bidding on their own merchandise to enhance the value. “Bidding in” or bidding on behalf of the Consignor shall be grounds 
for discontinuation of the auction and a claim for any resulting damages including, but not limited to, a reasonable amount for lost commissions. 
 
Alderfer Auction logo(s), content and photography are copyright materials that may not be copied, used or duplicated without the written consent of Alderfer Auction, 501 
Fairgrounds Rd., Hatfield, PA 19440. 
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